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An H-infmity controller has been designed for the heading control of an underwater 

vehicle. The performance weighting function, and the robustness weighting 

function, ^̂ 3(̂ 9) were obtained 60m experimental data. The results of simulated 

heading responses were determined using an underwater vehicle simulation program, 

y4z/̂ o7(0)^and MATLAB robust control toolbox. A nonlinear simulation program was 

also used to observe the behaviour of the underwater vehicle to nonlinear underwater 

dynamics. The simulated results of the H-infinity controller were compared with the 

PID controller and results showed that the H-infinity based controller can withstand 

uncertainties such as random noise and rudder delay better than a PID based 

controller. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
TThus first sexyhcm txrwsfb/ irditwiiwces !i shuort tusfcwry ctF uiiderwniter \nebicies arwi thuai 

concentrates on the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV). The background research 

on the current project is then discussed in the second part of this section. 

The earth consists of the land, the space and the water area. Spacecrafts or spaceships 

are used to investigate unf^ ihar objects in space. On the other hand, underwater 

vehicles such as submarines and unmanned underwater vehicles are used for 

exploration as well as for other survey work in the underwater world. 

Underwater vehicles have existed for many years. Before the 1960s, the underwater 

vehicle was mainly used for military purposes, but it is now shifting towards scientific 

and industrial tasks such as studying marine animals and repairing underwater cables. 

By having such vehicles, it is possible for humans to expand their knowledge to places 

which are alien to human beings. In addition, these vehicles can lower human risks to 

explore beneath 70 % of the earth's surface area, the underwater world. 

1.1 Underwater Vehicles 

Generally, there are two types of underwater vehicle: the remotely operated vehicle 

(ROV) and the autonomous imderwater vehicle (AUV). Such vehicles are also 

sometimes known as unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs). ROVs have been 

developed much earlier compared to AUVs and began to mature during the early 

1980s. Whereas, AUVs have only been recognized for the last 30 years. AUVs were 

initially either large or expensive. These problems are gradually being eliminated with 

developments in underwater technology. The differences between ROV's and AUV's 

are shown in Table 1.1. 



ROV AUV 

1) has a cable for communication link 
and power 

1) untethered 

2) has a support ship 2) no support ship; self contained 

3) uses multiple thrusters 3) uses a propulsion unit and control 
surfaces 

4) boxed typed or blu^ shape 4) streamhned shape to reduce drag effect 

5) do not need to carry maximum energy 
due to 1) 

5) limited energy 

6) can hover due to 3) 6) move forward to manoeuvre 

7) limited applications and mostly are for 
oil industry 

7) wider applications since it can travel 
deeper into the water; extended to 
oceanographic and under ice surveying 

Table 1.1: Differences between ROV s and AUV's 

ROVs have a support ship or deployed 6om oikig or harbour as well as a cable for 

communication link and power supply which limits the depth of the underwater 

vehicle. In addition, drag is introduced by the cable which slows down the vehicle and 

decrease its performance. AUVs do not have these limitations. They can go deeper into 

the ocean and has made AUVs more demanding in surveying work such as diamond 

mining and under-ice surveys; as well as in exploration expeditions. ROVs are still in 

use especially in the oil industry in areas such as laying cable and repairing oil pipes. 

However, AUVs are widening considerably the possibilities of underwater 

exploitation. AUVs are discussed further in the next section. Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 

show pictures of a ROV and an AUV, respectively. 



Moiher ship 

[JmbwKai 

(ROV) 

Figure 1.1: An ROV with its mother (support) ship. Taken from Lea [1]. 

Figure 1.2: Autosub-1, an AUV developed by the Southampton Oceanography Centre. 



1.1.1 Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) 

The development of AUVs has been relatively slow due their high level of complexity 

in technology and high risks for development. Before, the AUVs were used to test the 

components of the AUVs that would be used later in an AUV. But now it is being used 

to perform speciEc task such as search and survey works [16]. 

In the 1980s, the military community spent hundreds of millions of dollars to develop 

an AUV for a stealth recoimaissance platform [16]. Other companies such as Lockheed 

Martin's Peny Technologies and the Mobile Undersea Systems Test (MUST) 

Laboratory, had also built their own AUVs for the same purpose. The AUVs built were 

large in size. On the other hand, a couple of academic organisations, Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT) Sea Grant and Florida Atlantic University (FAU), 

began to develop smaller, low-cost AUVs. This is because trials can be made more 

cost effective which speeds up the development of such vehicle. As a result, in 1994, 

the Office of Naval Research (ONR) was attracted to use AUVs for ocean research 

work and flmded these academic institutions. This development made big defense 

contractors realised that small AUVs can also be used in areas such as disposable mine 

hunting missions and surveys. Applications in the oil and gas industries are also 

increasing due to the resulting low total costs fbr a mission or survey. 

The early AUVs and the companies that developed the AUVs are shown in Table 1.2 

below. 



Company/ Developer Vehicle Applicadon 

Marine Systems Laboratory of 
New Hampshire 

Testing control system and 
algorithms 

The Mobile Undersea Systems 
Test 

MLST 

Testing advanced systems such 
as the propulsion unit for the 
Remote Iv^ehunting System 
(RMS) 

Defense Advanced Research 
Project Agency (DARPA) 

Navy specific military missions 

Florida Atlantic University 
(FAU) and Lockheed Martin's 
Perry Technologies 

and Ocea/z 
Foyaggr 7/ 

Test CHIRP side scan and sub-
bottom sonars, video cameras 

International Submarine 
Engineering (ISE) 

Under-ice survey 

Applied Remote Technology 
(ART) 

Military 

Monterey Bay Aquarium 
Research Institute (MBARI) 

For optical system: to image the 
sea floor and to perform video 
mosaicing. 

Institute of Industrial Science, 
Tokyo University - sponsored 
by Toyota Motor Corporation 

For software development 

Table 1.2: Early test bed AUVs 

As time went by, the applications for AUVs widened into search works [17]. AUVs 

are increasingly being used in survey work because they can cover larger areas in a 

relatively short period of time. Table 1.3 shows the AUVs which were involved in 

search and survey fields. 



Company/ Developer Vehicle Application 

US Navy's Advanced 
Unmanned Search System 

To collect sonar and 
optical images of ocean 
bottom (20 000 feet) 

Cooperation of Statoil, 
Norwegian Defense 
Research Establishment 
(FFI), Norwegian 
Underwater Intervention 
AS (NUI) and Kongsberg 
Simrad AS (KS) 

High resolution seabed 
mapping 

Maridan of Denmark 

For oceanographic and 
commercial surveys such 
as pipeline, cable, pre-
construction and 
bathymetric surveys. 

Table 1.3: AUVs used in search and survey work 

Today, there are three main areas for AUV technology: AA/z/o/y and 

[18]. Among these three, survey work is currently dominating tbe market. 

There are few reports and analyses on the advantages of using AUVs for survey work. 

It is reported in [18] that the number of subsea installations will be doubled in 5 years 

time because it is believed that an AUV can cover deeper and larger areas underwater. 

The C&C Technologies, Inc, analysed that there was a saving of 59% in the total cost 

of a deepwater survey when a comparison between a deep towed system and an AUV 

was made. In addition, the U.S Navy had made a similar conclusion where the full 

ocean depth survey time was reduced when its Advanced Unmanned Search System 

AUV was used. 

Lea [1] mentioned in his thesis that in 1994, the running costs to operate a support 

vessel a day was about El 3,000. Therefore, if an AUV is used instead of a towed array 

or a ROV, the running cost for a support ship is reduced. The application of AUVs in 

military applications has been under development for decades because it was 



expensive to run a mission. The scientific application for AUVs is increasing as more 

international academic and research organizations realise the usefulness of this 

technology. Smaller and more economical vehicles are also used for scientific survey. 

Currently, in the offshore survey Geld, /fL/GW and 2 

are the leading autonomous underwater vehicles [18]. M4MDA?/ 600 is capable of 

diving up to 600 meters deep and it is going to be used for diamond mining surveys by 

De Beers. The next model ^ JOO is going to be used for deepwater surveys. 

Norway's AUV is being used for pipeline route surveying. The recent 

JOOO is capable of diving to 3000 meters depth. Japan's 2 AUV has 

recently completed a survey to bury cables in the Taiwan Strait. Other AUVs that are 

also in the offshore survey industry are OracZe by Racal Survey Group Ltd and 

Bluefin Robotics', developed by ISE, Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada, 

by ISE and MLST by Perry Technologies. Examples of smaller AUVs are CETL/S' 7/ 

from Lockheed Martin and by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institutions 

(WHOI). 

developed by the Southampton Oceanography Centre (SOC) is leading other 

AUVs in scientific missions [18]. In scientific research [18], the AUVs are used in 

collecting oceanographic data, to study the nature and life of marine animals, for 

searching lost objects from wrecked ships and in under-ice surveys. Another AUV 

which is being used in the science field is the AUV developed by 

JAMSTEC of Japan which is capable of 3500 meters depth. and 

have been through the under-ice surveys successfully. 

AUVs come in different shapes such as the 'torpedo' (Natural Environment Research 

Council (NERC) and 'flatfish' (A(P5'-/4[/F //). The shapes and sizes are 

designed according to the tasks required. Currently, smaller sized AUVs are of 

increasing interest. Schexnayder gf a/ [13] suggested that smaller AUVs have a 



reduced power consumption. However, due to the smaller size and lighter weight, the 

vehicle needs to withstand greater wave disturbances. 

The AUVs are also used in petrochemical industry, in petroleum, mining and 

communications industries. The tasks include inspecting cables and oil pipelines as 

well as underwater constructions. Recent applications such as the coastal and 

enviromnental management include monitoring waste, natural hazards, environmental 

changes and bio-diversity. Furthermore, an AUV can be used by the chemical industry 

6)r monitoring and detecting dissolved chemicals including oxygen and nitrate ions. 

From the above discussion, the advantages of an AUVs can be summarised as below. 

# Survey can be carried out to a deeper depth and larger areas can be covered. This is 

because no cable is attached to the vehicle. In addition, the time of a mission can 

be reduced. 

# The total costs of survey work can be reduced. 

# The understanding of ocean hfe and environment can be increased, especially at 

the deeper ocean (sea) bottom. 

# In technology, the combination of advanced and miniaturised sensors can be tested 

on AUVs. 

Even though an AUV technology gives some advantages over its 'cousin' ROV, it is 

still at the early stage of acceptance. This is because the technology and costs of 

developing an AUV are high [19]. In turn, developers are afmid of losing an AUV 

because it is expensive to build a replacement. Other limitations for AUVs technology 

are high energy storage, more computational power and accurate navigation [19]. 

With technology, the limitations above can gradually be reduced. Despite these 

drawbacks, AUVs have big potential and therefore fimding to develop and to maintain 

those vehicles are still required. 



1.2 Control 

One of the possibilities to improve the AUV technology is by having a robust 

underwater vehicle. In addition, most of the AUVs consists of expensive sensors to 

provide data such as speed, on the vehicle. This makes it an expensive vehicle 

especially as a testing vehicle. By employing a robust controller into the vehicle, the 

probability of losing an expensive AUV can be reduced. To achieve this, high 

performance and stable controllers are required especially in a highly coupled and 

non-hnear environment such as in the ocean. 

There are several difficulties in designing a controller that provides good performance 

and stability to AUVs. Firstly, in robust control, there is a trade off between stability 

and performance of a system. This is discussed later in section 3.1. Secondly, the 

nature of the ocean environment where it is very uncertain. Lastly, only some of the 

nonlinear vehicle dynamics are known and thus, precise information is needed. 

Therefore, to cater for such uncertainties, a lot of consideration has to be taken during 

designing an AUV controller. Other examples of uncertainties are unmodelled 

dynamics and modelling errors. 

Conventional controllers, for example PID, are inadequate for such tasks as they only 

provide small range of robustness. In addition, the complete dynamics of the vehicle 

should be known precisely. Therefore, this results in expensive and intensive testing of 

the vehicle. Hence, a robust control law is introduced to overcome the problem. 

Robustness is important for AUVs because the vehicle often has to skim the seabed 

and to avoid possible obstructions in the uncertain ocean. In addition, the controller 

has to take into consideration the nonlinear dynamics of the vehicle. This has lead to 

the objective of the project where a robust controller is to be designed for an 

underwater vehicle. Apart from reducing the chance of losing an AUV, a robust 

controller can help to achieve one's mission to explore the underwater world in a safer 

and more reliable vehicle. 



Below are several controllers available that may be able to perform the tasks of AUVs 

in the uncertain surroundings. The control methods are Proportional, Integral and 

Derivative (PID), sliding mode, fuzzy logic, neural network, adaptive methods, 

H-inGnity. 

1.3 Literature review 

Many control methods have been used in underwater vehicles to obtain sufficient 

robustness and performance in their respective tasks and applications. Examples of 

these control methods are PID, sliding mode, fuzzy logic, neural network and H-

infinity control laws. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages during 

the design stage. 

The c/aKdco/fy f f D coMfro/ has been widely used due to its simplicity. It 

produces reasonable robustness and performance. However, this is only true without 

the presence of uncertainty such as disturbances and sensor noise. Lea [1] observed a 

slow response and an oscillatory motion in the experimental speed and depth 

responses, which are subjected to disturbances and noise. Generally, all three 

subsystems: speed, heading and depth are sensitive to sensor noise. The experiment 

was carried out using an underwater vehicle model, 77 designed by students at 

Southampton University. A brief description of 77 is presented in section 2.1. 

An AUV has been developed by the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment 

(NDRE) [5]. It was used as a testing vehicle for the propulsion system which uses 

seawater batteries. The 4.315 m long and 0.735 m in diameter vehicle, has a nominal 

cruising speed of 2.1 ms ' and displacement of 1.021 m\ The control systems were 

uncoupled into steering, diving and speed controls. Basic PI and PD controllers were 

used in the subsystems. The vehicle was involved in several extensive 

open sea tests. However, some steady state errors were discovered in the heading and 

depth responses, due to the oscillatory motion of the rudder and stemplane, 

respectively. This is because both rudder and stemplane servos have a relay 

nonlinearity behaviour which may cause cycle limit (chattering) behaviour if integral 

10 



action is added. In general, however, the results of PID control were satisfactory. It 

was not used because no uncertainty was taken into consideration during the designing 

stage of the PID controller. 

Kqjima a/ [14] had developed an AUV, 2 for inspection of 

underwater cables. The PID and fuzzy logic controls were applied to the vertical and 

horizontal motions but only responses 6om PID are presented in the paper. The 

vehicle is 3, 1.3 and 0.9 meters in length, height and width, respectively. The 

maximum depth is 500 meters to reduce the power consumption by the acoustic links 

and by acoustic transponders. Some experimental work was carried out in a long tank 

with dimensions of 200, 15, 6 meters for length, width and depth respectively. For 

heading, the vehicle was required to track a straight cable which was placed at the 

bottom of the tank. During the test, the vehicle was commanded to leave the cable for 

10 seconds. There was an overshoot of 12 degrees when the vehicle resumed to track 

the cable. It reached again the desired heading after about 20 seconds. There were 

some fluctuations which were due to the magnetic noise from the electric motor. 

An AUV f [/RZ, / / was used for the study of small lakes. It was developed by Laval gf 

al and used a FID controller for the heading and propulsion control [15]. The PURL II 

vehicle is small in size to reduce the power consumption and to increase the 

applications of small AUVs in lakes, f L/RZ, ZZ carried a wide variety of oceanographic 

sensors to obtain pictures of the temperature structure within the thermocline before 

and after a wind event. It used lead acid batteries because they are cheap, easy to 

maintain and can be recycled. The vehicle weighs about 70 kg in air and has three 

thrusters for propulsion. For navigation, a depth sensor which is based on pressure, an 

acoustics altimeter and a flux-gate compass are used. The vehicle can travel as deep as 

70 meters and the cruising speed is limited to 50 cms'̂  in the horizontal and 10 cms'^ in 

the vertical. PROTEUS is used as f [/RZ, ZTs control software and is implemented in 

C+ +. This real-time scheduler is developed by International Submarine Engineering 

(ISE). During the experiment, the vehicle was required to follow a heading angle of 

340 degrees. It was observed that there were oscillatory motions and that the heading 

varied between 340 to 348 degrees. In addition, the heading control was aSected by 

noise. 

11 



developed by the Ocean Technology Division (OTD) at the Southampton 

Oceanographic Centre (SOC) [2], [3], also uses the classical PID controller. The 

project was funded by the Natural Envirormient Research Council (NERC) 

and was designed to collect data for the study of the oceans from the physical, 

biological, chemical and geophysical sense. In the future, it may be used as an 

'underwater satelhte'. has a shape of a torpedo. It is 7m long and 0.9 in 

diameter. The maximum depth and range is 2500m and 1000km, respectively using 

rechargeable lead-acid or manganese alkaline primary batteries. It can travel at speeds 

of 1.6 ms ' -1.8 ms"\ A Global Positioning System (GPS) antenna is used at the 

surface for navigation whereas estimation (dead-reckoning) is used when it is 

submerged. For simplicity, the horizontal and the vertical plane controls of the vehicle 

are separated into three subsystems. It was found that the experimental responses 

produced adequate performances. 

To increase robustness of a controller, another control method known as the 

wwffg was introduced. It uses the state space model form and an exact description of 

the system dynamics is required. The method was tested by Lea [1]. It was found that 

the sliding mode controller produced better performance in the speed control compared 

to PID, as it is robust to changes in target speed. In addition, the controller is less 

sensitive to noise. The heading control was noise sensitive because the use of Kalman 

filtering has produced a side efkct where the noise presented in the synthesised yaw 

rate data was also reduced. The Kalman filter is used to estimate unmeasurable state 

variables such as the sway and heave velocities of the vehicle. Seube [8] also tested the 

approach on an underwater vehicle simulation program. This has resulted in accurate 

tracking only up to 20% of the dynamics uncertainty present. However, in some 

situations, the sliding mode control method leads to saturation of thrusters. 

Another control law that is available is the /ogic However, it was 

found that it is noise sensitive in all three controls: speed, heading and depth [1]. Thus, 

fuzzy logic controllers appear to be less robust compared to PID and sliding mode 

controllers. 

A Mgwra/ controller can 'leam' to control a process by using the input 

and output data. It does not require a formal model and it can deal with non-linear 

12 



systems. However, the tuning process is very time consuming. According to Seube [8], 

it took 1000 times longer to train the controller (ofF-line by simulation) than a direct 

adaptive controller. Venugopal ef a/ [23] implemented an on-line learning method to 

control the Florida Atlantic University's (FAU) Ocea/z Fqyager vehicle. However, the 

responses produced were very slow during pitching and yawing. Low 6equency 

oscillations were also observed in the yaw response. 

There is another intelligent control method, reiw/brcgrngMf which has been 

tested by the Australian National University on the AUV [20]. The vehicle 

was developed for exploration and inspection purposes. ATamAara has an open Aame 

structure and supports five thrusters and two watertight enclosures. The thrusters 

enable to roll, pitch, yaw, heave and surge. The upper enclosure consists of 

sensors, computer and an electronics package whereas the lower enclosure consists of 

batteries and other sensors. Reinforcement learning requires no vehicle model and it 

generates continuous outputs based on continuous state information by an unusual 

interpolator. The controller learns in response to a scalar 'reward' signal and the aim is 

to maximise the total reward over time. As for the vehicle leams to control 

its thrusters in response to command and sensor inputs. Currently, the vehicle has only 

been tested in simulation and no robustness tests have been carried out. The results 

showed that this method was able to guide the autonomous vehicle to its target but 

further experiments are needed to verify the good performance 6om a neural network 

structure and learning parameters in the real vehicle. 

An WKfAW was tested on an AUV, (OmMf-DfrgcfzoMa/ 

Mzvfgaror, OD/A0 [21]. This vehicle was built and designed at the Autonomous 

Systems Laboratory (ASL) of the University of Hawaii. The vehicle has a near-

spherical shape with vertical diameter of 0.61 meter and horizontal diameter of 0.63 

meter. It weighs about 125 kg in air and is made of anodizied aluminium. ODW uses 

Lead Gel batteries to power the thrusters and the CPU, and provides two hours of 

autonomous operation. The actuator system consists of eight marine propellers and are 

actuated by brushless motors. For the sensory system, a pressure sensor, sonars and an 

inertial system are used for depth, position reconstruction and navigation, and attitude 

and velocity measurements, respectively. Experiments to track a desired tr^ectory 

with a trapezoidal velocity profile were carried out. The control law employed is based 

13 



upon a proportional-derivative (PD) technique with an adaptive compensation of the 

dynamics. The basic control law is similar to the classical adaptive controllers. The 

objective was to have zero steady state error with the presence of constant external 

disturbances as well as with partial knowledge of the dynamics. An integrator (I-tenn) 

is not present in the PD technique because the adaptive actions give advantage over the 

simple integral actions on the error variables. From the experimental results, the 

tracking performance of the horizontal plane was satisfactory but was affected by noise 

present in the sensor. For depth control, the first 50 seconds of depth response was 

slow. This is because all the dynamic parameters were not known and as a result, the 

adaptation action took time to respond. The depth response was also affected by the 

noise present in the pressure sensor. Therefore, the proposed controller was not very 

robust to the noise present in the sensors. 

coM/fo/ concentrates upon the Aequency domain and it has been around for 

the past 20 years. This approach involves minimising the maximum value of the closed 

loop error to disturbances or other parameters over a range of frequencies. A 

discussion of H-infinity control can be found in section 3.3. The standard H-infinity 

approach was employed by Silvestre C and Pascoal [7] in their prototype AUV called 

Some sea trials were carried out. The heading response was fbimd to be 

good regardless of the slow time response during 10 degrees turning. However, for 

depth control the vehicle was found to be sensitive to wave disturbances close to the 

surface. This is because the wave disturbances were not taken into account during the 

depth control computation. Further work to include uncertainty modelling is being 

carried out by the authors [7]. 

H-inflnity is widely used in other types of vehicles. Hyde a/ [22], has applied this 

method to an Advanced Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing (ASTOVL) aircraft. To 

obtain good performance and robustness over the whole flight envelope, several 

H-inGnity controllers (as plant observers) were gain-scheduled to take into account 

different airspeed ranges. After a few flight tests, it was found that the H-in6nity 

control provided the required per&rmance and robustness to the aircraft. Consideration 

of the plant uncertainty and the shorter iteration process during the controller design by 

this control law are the advantages of H-infinity over the classical control methods in 

practice. 

14 



The H-m6nity method was also employed in depth control of a submarine by Liceaga-

Castro and Molen [4]. The depth performance was compared with a classically 

designed PID controller, and the two simulated responses were found to be similar. 

However, H-inGnity gives more stability and performance robustness to any 

disturbances that occur. Comparisons have also been made between H-infinity and PID 

controllers for control of modem warships [10]. It was found that the classical PID 

gave better reduction on the roll and yaw motions but becomes imstable with the 

presence of uncertainties. In comparison, H-infmity proved to provide better stability 

and performance to the warship. Another comparison was carried out between the H-

inGnity/ //-synthesis approach and the sliding mode control on an AUV developed by 

the Draper Laboratory / Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Sea Grant 5'ea 

[9]. The H-infinity/ //-synthesis approach uses the 'loop shaping' weighting 

functions where the performance transfer function is 'loop shaped' using the &equency 

domain weighting functions [9]. Tests were simulated using an AUV full nonlinear 

model. It was found that the H-infmity/// synthesis approach was better in heading 

control but was weak in dealing with nonlinearities such as the hydrodynamic drag. 

Whereas the sliding mode controller performed better in depth control, it was weak in 

dealing with low frequency unmodelled dynamics uncertainty. 

It has been shown that the H-infinity method can produce controllers which are robust 

to uncertainty. A summary of the research on underwater vehicle control is tabulated 

for convenience in Table 1.4. 
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Paper Group 
(Vehicle) 

Year Controller Type Control 

Healey and 
Lienard [6] 

NPS 1993 
Heading 
and depth Simulation Sliding mode 

Jalving and 
Storkersen 
[5] 

NDRE 
1994 

Speed, 
heading and 
depth 

Experiment PID 

Logan [9] 

Draper 
Laboratory 
/MIT Sea 
Grant 

1994 Heading 
and depth 

Simulation Hw, sliding 
mode 

Jalving and 
Storkersen 
[5]; 

NDRE 
1995 

Speed, 
heading and 
depth 

Simulation 
and 
Experiment 

PID 

Liceaga-
Castro and 
Molen 
[4] 

Strathclyde 
(Submarine) 

1995 Depth Simulation Hoo 

Cowling 
[11] 

N/A 1996 N/A Simulation H« 

McPhail 
and Pebody 
[2] 

Southampton 
Oceanography 
Centre 
(v4w ôĵ w6-7) 

1997 
Spee^ 
heading and 
depth 

Simulation 
and 
experiment 

PID 

Kojima ef 
aZ [14] 

University of 
Tokyo (/4gz^ 

2) 
1997 

Heading 
and depth 

Experimental 
PID and fuzzy 
logic 

Silvestre 
and Pascoal 
[7] 

Portugal 
1997 Heading 

and depth 

Simulation 
and 
experiment 

Hco 

LeiH] 
Southampton 
(̂ 'wAzero //) 

1998 
Speed, 
heading and 
depth 

Simulation 
and 
experiment 

PID, sliding 
mode and 
fuzzy logic 
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Gaskett 
a/[20] 

Australian 
National 
University 
(ATa/MAara) 

1998 Heading 
Simulation 

Neural 
Network 
Reinforcement 
learning 

Laval ef aZ 
[15] 

Underwater 
Research Lab., 
British 
Columbia, 
Canada (ffTRI 

2000 Heading Experiment PID 

Antonelli ef 
a/[21] 

University of 
Hawaii (ODW 2001 

Speed, 
heading and 
depth 

Experiment 
Adaptive 
control 

Table 1. 4: Summary of research on underwater vehicle control 

N/A ' Information is not available, H*, = H-infinity 

The PID controller is still in use because of its simplicity in design. However, it is 

noise sensitive and difficult to tune in order to obtain both good performance and 

robustness. Even though it can be robust, the performance can become unstable in the 

presence of uncertainties. The design of a sliding mode controller is complex because 

it requires a complete system model during design. In addition, the quality of the 

model will deteriorate if the dynamics change. Even though fuzzy logic does not 

require any modelling in design, extensive tuning is needed in simulation. Therefore, it 

involves large amounts of computation and is thus time consuming. Like fuzzy logic, 

neural network control requires long computational times for training. However, the 

computational time can be reduced with a knowledge of the underwater vehicle 

dynamics. Reinforcement learning is still at an early stage whereas the adaptive 

method is complicated and difGcult to understand and implement. As for H-infinity 

control, the consideration of uncertainty in plant and controller has proved to provide 

adequate stability and performance of the system. 
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1.4 Aim of research 

The H-infinity method was chosen as the control technique to provide robustness for 

an underwater vehicle. This is because it has proven good performance and stability in 

an uncertain situation. Thus, the project is to design a robust controller for an 

underwater vehicle using the H-infinity technique. 

At the moment, only the heading subsystem is tested. A simulation package, 

is used to estimate heading responses. This simulator was developed by Lea [I]. A 

diSerent non linear underwater vehicle simulation program, designed by Feng and 

Allen [24] was used to simulate the H-infini^ controller. The nonlinear simulation 

program was used to observe how the underwater vehicle behaves with non linear 

underwater dynamics. In addition, two underwater simulation programs were 

employed to ensure that the designed H-infmity controller was working well. Several 

comparisons of heading responses were made with the classical PID method which 

was designed by Lea [1]. 

1.5 Layout of the report 

The underwater vehicle model, 7/ used in simulation tests is introduced, and 

the dynamics of an underwater vehicle are discussed in chapter 2. In chapter 3, the 

H-infinity control technique is described and the design of the H-infmity controllers is 

briefly discussed. In chapter 4, the underwater vehicle simulation program, 

used to obtain the heading responses is presented. The simulated heading results &om 

the H-infmity controller together with the heading response 6om the PID control are 

presented in chapter 5. The conclusion of this project and some recommendations for 

further work are discussed in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Underwater Vehicle 
Dynamics 
This section briefly discusses S'z/Azgro a small underwater vehicle, and then 

concentrate upon the dynamics of 'flight' vehicles. The 7/ is described in 

detail in Lea [1]. 

2.1 Subzero // 

7/ is a tethered, torpedo-shaped underwater vehicle and is shown in figure 2.1. 

The hull, which is Im long and 10cm diameter, is made from Perspex. The nose and 

tail sections are removable. The propeller is controlled by a samarium-cobalt DC 

motor. A pack of Ni-Cad batteries is used to supply the power to the motor. It is geared 

down by the ratio of 5:1. The propeller has a pitch ratio of 1 and blade area ratio 

(BAR) of 0.12. The control surfaces are the linked rudder and two independent 

stemplanes, controlling the horizontal plane and vertical plane movements, 

respectively. They are controlled by model aircraft servos. A very thin fibre optic cable 

is used as a communication link between the vehicle and the host computer on the 

surface (PC). The cable is for sending and receiving data, rather than for power supply. 

There are two micro controller units (MCU): one on the vehicle and another one inside 

the PC. The MCU from the vehicle takes data such as sensor speed before sending it to 

the PC. This measurement is compared with the pilot desired movements before 

transmitting it back to the vehicle. The pulse width modulator (PWM) is used to adjust 

the width of pulse of the control signal. There are many sensors installed inside the 

vehicles, for example, gyroscopes and accelerometers. Currently, the microprocessor is 

being updated. Figure 2.2 shows the internal layout of 77. 
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Figure 2.1 : Subzero H underwater vehicle 

Stcrnplaoe 
Micmprocessor Sensofs 

/ 
R u d d e r Motor Baliatst 
servo Speed 

sensor 

Ballast Batteries 

J 

Figure 2.2*: A schematic diagram of the internal layout of Subzero 11 underwater vehicle 

Figure 2.1 and figure 2.2 are taken from Lea [1] 
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2.2 Dynamics 

2.2.1 Coordinate systems 

The dynamics of an underwater vehicle model can be described by two coordinate 

systems. They are the global ^ and local ^ 7̂  Z), 

frames. The coordinates and the components are shown in Figure 2.3 below. 

surge,« 

sway, V yaw, r 
pitch, ^ 

Figure 2.3: A schematic diagram of the SubzeroII underwater vehicle coordinate systems and 
associated variables. 

The vehicle's position and orientation vector with coordinates in the global (earth-

fixed) frame, is represented as = [.a:z ^ ^ ^ y, z are the displacements 

in the ^ axes, respectively. Where as ^ are the rotations around the 

^ axes, respectively. ^ is the roll angle, ^is the pitch angle, ^(/is the yaw (or heading) 

angle, and they are known as the Euler angles. The linear and angular velocity vector 

with coordinates in the body-fixed 6ame, ̂  To Zo is written as u = v w ̂  g' r] w, v, 

w are the translation movements in the ̂  To Zo axes, respectively. Where as g, r are 

the rotations around the To Zo axes, respectively. The relationship between and u 

is related by the transformation matrix, J(77) such that 

77 = J(;7)u 
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where/(;/) = 

c ^ c ^ - S ( ^ C ^ + C ( ^ S ^ S ^ S(^S(^ + C t ( / C ^ s ^ 0 0 0 

S ^ y c ^ C ^ C ( ^ + S ( $ S ^ S ( ^ - C ( ( / S ^ 4 - S ^ S ^ C(^ 0 0 0 

- s ^ c ^ s ^ c ^ c ^ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 s ^ t ^ c ^ t ^ 

0 0 0 0 c ^ - S ( ^ 

0 0 0 0 
s ^ c ^ 

c ^ 

and s« = sin a; cor = cos a and t a = tan a. A detailed explanation of the 

transformations can be found in [1]. 

2.22 AoffK mgcAawcf 

The dynamics of a moving body is based on the Newton second law such that 

m X a = F where a is the acceleration produced by the body due to force F exerted on 

the constant mass This is applied for one degree of freedom movement. Force on a 

body can be applied in different ways and in general the excitation is considered to be 

in translation or in rotation. 

The units are kg, a: ms'^ and F: kgms"^ or N. The translation force F produces a 

straight and forward acceleration of the mass, /». 

/ x 

Moment of inertia 7 kgm^, angular acceleration a: rads'^ and torque 7 (or 

moment): kgm\rad)s'^. The effect of torque is an angular acceleration about an axis of 

rotation. 
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2.23 Dggrgg f rgg 

The dynamics of an underwater vehicle can be represented as below [1]. 

(2.1) 

Subscripts represents the rigid body. is the mass matrix and cjtg is the vector 

due to coupling between the motions of the rigid body. The mass matrix, also 

contain values which are effected by couplings and the matrix is shown below. 

/M 0 0 0 /MZg w 

0 0 0 V 
0 0 /M % -TMJCg 0 w 

0 -TMZc h p 

mzg 0 -/mig 4 q 

0 4 f 

r is a six-element vector consisting forces 7 Z in and moments AT around the 

local axes respectively, of an underwater vehicle. The general expressions for 

translation and rotation forces [26], with couplings are shown below. 

The resultant external force, F can be expressed as 

, where [ /= [w v w/] ̂  is the velocity of the origin in axes To Zo and /2= [p g' r] ^ is 

the angular velocity around the origin in axes To 2b, as shown in figure 2.3. 
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& = yc %] ^ is the positions of the center of gravity in the local coordinates 

lo 2b system. The second (.f3Rc) and the third (j2Rc) terms are due to coupling 

effects. 

For the resultant external moment 

(&L/) is the coupling effect from the moment (rotation) about an axis and 

^ ^ ay ^ az 
- 7 / - / 

^ zx ^ zy ^ z 

is the moment of inertia around the origin. 

The expression of six degrees of freedom (DOF) for individual forces [Y F Z] in and 

moments [AT M 7^ around the local axes 7̂  Z ,̂ respectively, of an underwater 

vehicle are shown below. 

/» 

7» 

|« - w + wg - (^^ + r ̂ ) + yg (/pgr + r) + + ̂ )] = Z 

|y-wp + z/r-}/G(r^ 4 - y ) + ZG(g'r + p) + % ( ^ + r)]=F (2.2) 

[li'-Wgr + iy_Zg(p^ +g^) + ACG(/p + ̂ ) + }/GW + / ')]='^ 
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+ /^[yg (w - z/g' + - Zg (v - + z^)] = ^ 

+ ( 4 - 4 ) / ? - ( ^ + + ( ; ) - / - ) / = + ( g p -

+ /M|zg (« - vr + wg) - % (w - wg + yp)j = M 

+ ( 4 - / J/'Q' - ( ^ + + (9 '̂ - X:y+(^g' - ^ ) / « 

+ 7»[x:g (v - wp + w ) - (w - vr + w^)] = JV 

7M is the mass of the underwater vehicle, jcc, }'G and zg are the center of gravity of the 

vehicle in the Jt, y and z directions, respectively. 7 is the moment of inertia around the 

appropriate axes. The highly coupled between the degree of G-eedom in motions result 

in nonlinear terms. 

The underwater environment is complex for analysis and an AUV can experience 

many forces in the ocean. There are different types of produced in the 

underwater environment. The relationship is described below. 

22.^ ybrcgy awf wwmgwA 

The expressions (2.2) and (2.3) above described the motion of an underwater vehicle 

(kinematics). The relationship of motion and the forces that causes their changing of 

motion (kinetics) is described below. 

The forces produced by a moving underwater vehicle are proportional to position, 

velocity and acceleration [1], [26]. They are: 

1) the ivefg/zr produced by the vehicle. 

2) the or the upthrust of the displaced fluid. 

3) the due to velocity or angular acceleration of the vehicle. 

4) The /MoffOM and the added mass due to the velocity and acceleration of the 

fluid. 
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5) The re/Mammg aW which are combined as the dynamics 

vector. 

Forces 1) and 2) are examples of the forces produced when the moving vehicle is 

proportional to position and this is denoted by g(;;). Force 3) are proportional to 

velocity and it is indicated by Examples of forces experienced while the vehicle 

is moving and proportional to acceleration are given in 4) and 5). Added mass is 

another inertia term and Fossen [27] has defined it as the forces and moments induced 

by pressure due to a forced harmonic motion of the body. The forces produced by a 

motion underwater vehicle is also a function of the such as the thruster or 

propeller, rudder and stemplane. This force is denoted with the symbol 

Therefore, rcan also be expressed as 

(u) - - g(;7) + 
(2.4) 

where M4 is the matrix of added masses and is the vector of forces and moments 

due to the coupling effect of the added masses. Subscript represents the added mass 

effect. Combining expression (2.1) and (2.4) gives 

M() + c(u) + D(t;)(; + g(;y) = ^(u)z/ (2.5) 

Expression (2.5) is the generic equation of motion for an underwater vehicle with 

M = and c = M is the mass matrix and c is the coupling, D is the 

drag force due to velocity, g is the gravitational force and B is the force from the 

actuator, u is the velocity component of the local (body) coordinates. In expression 

(2.5) above, the weight PFand the buoyancy B forces are combined as the gravitational 

forces g. Interested readers are referred to [26] and [27] for farther details of the 

vehicle dynamics and the evaluation of the equation above. 
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The generic equation of motion in expression (2.5) can be expanded into six-degree-

of-Aeedom movements. They are the /zeorvg, ro//, /p/rcA aW Surge 

(z/), sway (v) and heave (w) are the velocity movements in the x , a n d z local axes, 

respectively. Whereas, roll rate (p), pitch rate (g) and yaw rate (r) are the rotational 

(velocity) movements about the z , a n d z local axes, respectively. The complete non 

linear equations of motions can be obtained in Appendix 8.1. The hydrodynamic forces 

and moments such as added mass and drag are further discussed in [26]. 

This is an additional inertia term which is added, to take into account the mass of 

surrounding fluid that accelerated with the vehicle. The added mass is defined the 

proportionality constant which relates the linear and angular accelerations with each of 

their generated hydrodynamic forces and moments. For example, the inertia force term 

in the z-axis, is shown as 

and is the added mass coefficient. In general, the forces and moments due to added 

mass can be represented as 

F 

G 

d_ 

Ho 

where is the added mass matrix, is the velocity of the vehicle relative to the sea 

and j2is the angular velocity about the origin. For a completely submerged underwater 

vehicle, like 77, the coefficient of the added mass is constant 
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Drag 

Drag force is due to the square of the q/" f/ze veA/cZg. The general 

expression is 

where /? is the density of the water (10^ kgm" )̂, z/ is the velocity of the vehicle, Cm is 

the drag coefficient of the undeflected fin and is the area of the fin. The fin 

mentioned also applied to the stemplane action. When the fin is deflected, hft is also 

created. For small angles of deflection, the lift coefficient Q is proportional to the 

rudder angle, Q = is the proportional constant and & is the deflection of the 

rudder. Lea [1] assumed that the drag of the vehicle consists of the surge motion and 

rudder deflection such that 

(2.6) 

2̂ is another proportional constant, Qo is the drag coefficient when the fin is 

undeflected, Q is the drag coefficient for the body, is the area of the fin and 4̂̂  is 

some area related to the vehicle. 

The standard total fin drag coefficient is the sum of the undeflected drag coefficient 

and deflected drag coefficient. In practice, all of the above components in (2.6) cannot 

be determined separately. Therefore, several 'towing tank' tests were carried out to 

obtain values for the non-dimensional hydrodynamics coefBcient, ^ 

C X area ^). The expression of drag force in term of the coefficients 

obtained 6om the towing tank tests are 
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Drag = 1 ^ .̂ 

(2.7) 

and are the non-dimensional hydrodynamics coefBcients related to speed and 

deflection of the rudder, respectively. Comparing expressions (2.6) and (2 7) 

and^g^ — -

where Qy is the total 6n drag coefRcient. 

In the expressions for the equations of motion in Appendix 8.1, the drag force on the 

jc-axis due to the relative velocity in the jc-axis is shown as |w |w. Whereas the drag 

force along the jz-axis due to the angular velocity g is expressed as g|g|. For 

further explanation on drag, interested readers are referred to [1]. 

In order for the vehicle to be stable, the centre of buoyancy (.8) has to be above the 

centre of gravity (Z). This is shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 below. This is related to the 

f/"mcy/e: when an object is submerged partially or completely in a fluid, 

it experiences a vertically upward buoyant force, [28]. This force ^ is equal to the 

weight of fluid displaced by the object. is the buoyant force and it is dependent on 

the density of the fluid gravity (g) and the volume of the submerged object (F). 

Whereas depends on the mass of the displaced fluid, m and gravity, g. The 

expressions below are taken 6om [26]. 
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FMr=ing 

Figure 2.4: Stable condition when B is above 
G. This condition is called the righting moment. 

Figure 2.5: Unstable condition when B is below 
G. This condition is called the overtuning 
moment. 

[ct] aund = -/?;g 

where [a] = [-sin^ cos^ sin^ cos^ cos(!) is the transformation 6om the global to 

the local frames. For the moments, 

^ and Gg = 

where .Rc is the position of the center of mass and % is the position of the center of 

buoyancy in the local coordinate system. 

Generally, AUVs use a propulsion unit and control surfaces to manoeuvre. For 

the propulsion is produced by a propeller. The control surfaces are the 

rudder which controls the heading (sway); and the stemplane which controls the depth 

(heave). This is a positive force because it produces the power for the vehicle to move. 

The surge or forward motion is provided by the thrust force T from the propeller where 
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is the water inflow velocity. For 7/, is taken to equal to the speed of the 

vehicle z/. Cr is the thrust coefBcient which is obtained from tank tests. Dp is the 

diameter of the propeller, n is the propeller speed and is the density of the water. 

The heading subsystem is derived 6om the simplified version of the sway and yaw 

equations of motion (8.2) and (8.6), respectively. In sway, the drag force produced by 

the rudder is and in yaw motion, the resulting moment is 

In depth control, the heave and the pitch motions are affected by the deflection of the 

stemplane. For heave, the drag force is and the moment in pitch is 

y&., and are the non-dimensional hydrodynamic coefficients. 

The movements of the underwater vehicle are very dependent upon one another. In 

addition, the underwater environment is non linear because of the coupling between 

the degree of freedom. Therefore, the coupling and non- linear behaviour should be 

taken into account in designing a robust system. 
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Chapter 3 

Theory 

In the first section, the robust control theory is discussed briefly. The H-inGnity 

method and in particular the mixed sensitivity H-infinity control employed to obtain a 

robust system are looked into briefly in the following sections. Several closed loop 

objectives: disturbance rejection, noise attenuation, optimal control and reference 

tracking, need to be achieved in order to have a robust system. The design procedure 

6)r the H-infinity control is summarised in the last section. 

3.1 Robust control 

In general, means /ef and in control, a robust system is defined as a 

stable condition regardless of any disturbances that may occur. A closed loop system is 

more robust with respect to disturbances and noise compared to an open loop system. 

The analysis of robustness involves a performance criterion called the 

Classical robust control uses eigenvectors through eigenvalue problem 6)r analyses 

where as modem robust control analysis employed the use of singular value. The 

eigenvector is the corresponding solution to the eigenvalues and eigenvalues exist if 

there is non trivial solutions to ̂  where ̂ 4 is a » x » matrix, ^ is the eigenvalue 

and JK = [%] Z2 ^ A detail discussion on the eigenvalue problem can be 

determined in most mathematics textbooks such as [38]. The singular value cr is 

defined as the positive square roots of the eigenvectors of g , where Q is a complex 

matrix. Further explanation of sii^ular values can be found in many control textbooks 

such as [31], [37], [43]. The singular value is preferred above the eigenvectors because 

the computation of the eigenvectors appears to be numerically sensitive where a small 
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changes in one matrix element results in large changes in the eigenvectors. In 

comparison, the standard singular value stabihty robustness theorem produces a small 

change in o(A) as a result of a small change in A. The history on classical and modem 

robust control can be found in [43]. 

Figure 3.1: Standard SISO feedback configuration 

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of a standard single input-single output (SISO) feedback 

control system, is a prefilter (not always included) which modifies the setpoint, 

/-(jr). G(ĵ ) is the plant dynamics and Ar(ĵ ) is a controller, (/(ĵ ) and »(f) are the 

disturbances and sensor noise, respectively. X-̂ ) is the output of the system and zf(f) is 

the control signal &om the controller. From the figure 3.1 above, two expressions 

relating the signals can be determined aa follows: 

X^) 
1 

(1 + G(^)^(;y)) 

G ( . ) ^ ( . ) f X 4 G(. )^( . ) 
(l + G(;y)Ar(̂ )) (l + G(f)A:(^)) 

M(̂ ) 

(3.1) 

«(^) 
Ar(^) 

l + G(^)^(^) 
[/-(&)-»(&)-(/(g)] 

(3.2) 
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I3x]3ressicKn (j).!) inekites lAie oid]}ut _y(a) ladtli the cUsdurbauicx: </(&), iK)ise fz(j) zuicl 

reference r(j:) signals. While expression (3.2) shows the relationship between the 

iccHitrol sigpial lErorn the cxirdioUar ZY(&) arui Idie distiuiaance iioise M(a;) euid 

reference r(ĵ ) signals. 

A sensitivity function is one of the performance criterions used in feedback control 

systems [29]. It measures the dependency of the overall system's characteristic, 

on a particular element in the system. is the overall closed loop transfer fimction 

Wiich is the ratio of the output and the input of the system, such that 

r(j) 

For example. 

%AA: ^ 
K 

(3.3) 

where %A indicates the 'percentage change in'. 

The sensitiYity is thought to be a better measure of robustness because it tells whether the 

change in an element of the controller, AT will directly affect the overall system characteristic. 

For example, if S'g ( = 1, the change in the controller, is crucial. This is because an 

increase in the controller gain will increase the output of the system by the same rate. In 

comparison, if ^j^(f) = 0.2, the change of the output with respect to the change in the 

controller is much less. Therefore, it is important to have a small value of S{s) over the 

frequency range of interest. 

The expressions (3.1) and (3.2) can also be written in term of the sensitivity fimctions. 

From (3.1), X'^) becomes 

};(j) = 5'(^)(f (^)+r(^)fy (4/'(^) - r (^)M(^) 
(3.4) 
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and from (3.2), M(̂ ) becomes 

w( )[7'(f) - M( (̂ y)] (3.5) 

In expression 3.4, 5'(ĵ ) = is known as the sensitivity function and 

r(j ') = 2 complementary sensitivity function. relates the output 

X-y) and the disturbances where as relates the noise M(j') and the reference /-(f) 

to the output X'̂ )- ^('^) in expression 3.5 is another sensitivity function which relates 

the control signal, and the other inputs: r(ĵ ), (/(j-) and M(j'). This sensitivity function 

is sometimes known as the control sensitivity function and^(f) 
1 + G(^)J^(^) 

In [29], it was found that the sensitivity function in (3.4) is similar to 

the sensitivity in expression (3.3). Therefore, efkct of the controller Ar(f) on the overall 

system //(j') can be obtained by making the output X^̂ ) insensitive to disturbances <j(̂ ) 

with a low value of 5'(f). From expressions 3.4 and 3.5, several closed loop objectives 

can be determined [31], [37]. They are: 

1) Disturbance rejection (robustness with respect to disturbances): 5^(5'(j')) small 

2) Noise attenuation (robustness with respect to noise): 6^(7(j^)) small 

3) Reference tracking (tracking a changing desired output): o^(r(j^))» o:(r(a^))»1. 

4) Control energy reduction or optimal control (minimal control input): ^(^((j:)) small 

(3.6) 

cris the singular value and it is a measure of robustness. The upper, ^ a n d lower, ^ 

bar on the singular value indicate maximum and minimum singular values, 

respectively. The closed loop objectives above can also be approximated in terms of 
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the open loop transfer function, [31], [37]. The approximated requirements 

are as follow. 

1) For disturbance rejection: maximise g(GAr) 

2) For noise attenuation: minimise 

3) For reference tracking: maximise OL(GAr) 

4) For control energy reduction or optimal control: minimise 

(3.7) 

It is well known that the disturbances (/(j') and the reference signals are normally 

concentrated at the low 6equency where as the noise signal dominates at the high 

frequency region. From expression (3.4) and the closed loop objectives above, it is 

observed that &̂ (j') relates to and 7(ĵ ) relates to M(ĵ ) and /-(̂ y). Therefore, to reject 

disturbances |G(f)Ar(ĵ )| is required to be large ( » 1) at low G-equency. This is to 

ensure that the sensitivity function 5'(ĵ ) is minimized in the low 6equency range. On 

the other hand, noise attenuation is achieved by making |G(f)Ar(j')| « 1 at high 

frequency so that 7%f) is minimised at this range. As long as the system is strictly 

/PT-qpgr at high 6equencies (as | (/(j^) | will be small) and ^̂ (̂ y) does not increase with 

frequency, 71[ĵ ) should remain small. A system is said to be when the number 

of poles is greater than the zeros. For optimal control of the rudder, it is required that 

the 6equency response of the controller, ^(&) to be small in the high frequency range. 

This is to ensure that .R(f) is minimised at high frequency. To fulfil the closed loop 

objectives (3.7), the frequency response of the open loop transfer function G(̂ )A[̂ (f) is 

require to have a general shape as in figure 3.2 below. 
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Frequency (rad/s) 

Figure 3.2: An example of an open loop transfer function G{s)K{s) 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the required 6equency response for the sensitivity function, 

and the complementary sensitivity function, 7(f), respectively. 

n-equency Bequency 

Figure 3.3: Sensitivity function Figure 3.4: Complementary sensitivity function 

From figures 3.3 and 3.4, the sensitivity functions can be related such that 

7(f) + 5'(f) = 1 (for SISO) 

7(f) + ^(f) = 7(fbrMIM0). (3.8) 
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SISO is a single input - single output system whereas MIMO is a multiple input -

multiple output system. 7 is an identity matrix. In SISO systems, the singular value can 

be ignored and the singular value can be taken as the peak magnitude of the Bode plot. 

From the control objectives above, it is observed that there are some conflicting 

requirements [37]. These conflicts apply to both control objectives (3.6) and (3.7) 

above. 

i) 2) conflicts with 1) and 3) 

ii) 4) conflicts with 1) and 3) 

These conflicts can be overcome by selecting different 6equency ranges for 

maximising and minimising the different singular values or H-infinity norms [37]. For 

example, for disturbance rejection the minimum singular value of G(f)Ar(;y) is required 

to be large or is maximised at the low frequency range. Where as, the maximum 

singular value of G(f)^(^) is required to be small or is minimised at the high 6equency 

range. Several control techniques are employed to achieve these closed loop objectives 

as well as the trade-off in (3.8). The H-infinity method is chosen because it guarantees 

stability and performance robustness even though the performance might be the same 

as the classical PID technique, under given conditions. A brief introduction to H-

infinity (H») is discussed in the next section. An approach known as the mixed 

sensitivity H-infinity control, which is designed to take into account the conflicts 

above is presented in section 3.3.1. 

3.2 H-infinity (Hoc) 

H-infinity exists in so-called 'Hardy space' which consists of a set of complex-valued 

transfer fimctions. Transfer function F(j^) has to be analytic (can be differentiated) and 

in the form of a rational function. Different authors give different interpretations for 

the Hardy space [30], [31], [32], [33]. The transfer function is bounded by a real 

constant number, say 6; if and only if it is proper and stable [31], [32]. Thus, 

17 (̂j') I < 6. 
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The H-infmity technique involves minimising the infinity norm of a transfer function, 

F(f) Wiich is denoted as min || F(f) ||m. The infinity norm of a transfer function can be 

described as the supremum ('sup') of the magnitude of a transfer function, where 

II F(f) ||« = sup I ^(j') |. 

Figure 3.5: Infinity norm 

Imaginary |f(s) 
A 

Figure 3.6: Nyquist's plot of |F(s)| 

Supremum means the Wwg of the Hardy space. The H-infinity norm is 

also defined as a peak gain of a frequency response and the H-infmity norm can be 

illustrated as in Figure 3.5. A maximum value indicated by 'max' is used in [31] but 

'sup' is preferable. This is because the definition of supremum or 'sup' described the 

infinity norm better in comparison to the deGnition of maximum or' max'. From a 

Nyquist's plot of view, || ^(j') ||oo is the distance between the origin and the furthest 

point of the Nyquist's plot [33], which is the maximum 1̂ (̂8)1. This is described in 

Figure 3.6. 

Hz is another technique that exists in the so-called 'Hardy space'. It takes an average 

measurement such as the average error. However, the minimisation of the average 

error or other frequency dependent functions is not as good a design criterion, unlike 

H-infinity where only the maximum magnitude is considered. H-infinity is a more 

useful tool as the peak and the frequency at Wiich it occurs, act as good indicators of 

the response of a system. The definition of the norm H-infinity is summarised as the 

maximum or peak value of a magnitude of a transfer function as a function of 

firequency. 



3.3 H-infinity control design 

The H-mfinity control law is discussed in depth in [31] and [33]. It is also briefly 

described in other references [29], [30] and [43]. A tutorial to H-infinity control is also 

given in [34] and [35]. 

Figure 3.7: General control configuration 

Figure 3.7 shows the general control configuration [31] and it is described by 

z 

u (3.9) 

z 

y_ P22_ u 
(3.10) 

Ar(s)}' (3.11) 

In state space realisation 

'A A 
^ ( 4 = Q ^11 

^21 
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The configuration above can be applied to both SISO and MIMO systems, f (s) is the 

augmented plant consisting the plant dynamics, G(s) and the weighting functions, 

fF(s). A detail diagram showing the block diagram of weighting functions is shown in 

figure 5.1. A weighting function is a function which is dependent on &equency. ^(s) is 

the controller which helps to stabilise the closed loop system, w is an external input, 

6)r example disturbances and noise, and 2 represents an output or a control error. « is 

the control input whereas jx is the output measurement variable for the feedback. The 

signals z/, y, w and z are to be minimised in order to meet the control objectives. The 

closed loop from w to z is given by the linear Aactional transformation (LFT) as 

z = F/ ( f , ^ if, where F/ ( f , f n + f ^ (7-^22;^'' 7̂ 2%. 7̂ / ( f , ^ indicates the 

lower LFT of f with ^ as the parameter and it is the transfer function 7 ^ from 

wrapping feedback AT around the lower part of P [31], as shown in figure 3.7. 

The H-inGnity optimal control problem involves finding all stabihsing controllers, 

which minimise the H-infmity norm of 7^ (7*, || f / (7*, ||oo. This can be done by 

minimising the peak of the singular value of F/(7', As mentioned above, 7 ^ = 

7̂ / ( f , where 7^ is the closed loop transfer function between the input, w and 

output, z. In practice, a sub-optimal controller is often simpler to compute and an 

optimal controller is usually not necessary. The H-infinity sub-optimal control problem 

is then to find all stabihsing controllers Ar(s) such that || 7̂ / ( f , A!) ||oo < y where / > 

and is a positive number. is the minimum value of || 7 ^ ||oo over all stabilising 

controllers, Ar(s). The controller Ar(s) is computed using the solution of two algebraic 

Riccati equations together with some assumptions obtained in [31]. A brief explanation 

on the Riccati Equation solution is presented in Appendix 8.2 and [31]. For a SISO 

system, || 7 ^ ||oo can be represented as the peak magnification of Bode Diagram of 7]^. 

Thus, a stabilising controller can be obtained by attenuation of the peak of 7^ below 

minimum value of gamma, 
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33.1 Mixed sensitivity H-inAnity control 

Mixed sensitivity H-infinity control is an approach available to obtain an H-infinity 

controller. As the name suggests, more than one sensitivity functions is involved. The 

method involves shaping the sensitivity functions as desired to determine the desired 

specifications design. This is useful when shaping of the sensitivity functions over 

different frequency range is required, such as in the closed loop objectives in section 

3.1 above. The desired specifications are combined into a single infinity norm of the 

form II #||oo ^ 1 [43]. 

From [31], |{JV]|̂  = max^(#(y o)) < 1 and # can be assigned as 

ML = 

(3.12) 

where and are the respective weighting functions. 

To shape the sensitivity functions, an upper bound is required. This boundary is known 

as the weighting function, as presented above. For example, to have a low 

sensitivity function at the low frequency range, as in figure 3.2 , the weighting 

function is recommended to have a shape of a low pass filter. This is because 

| |^MPFi(^)| | .<l 

=> max (f)) < 1 (3.13) 

From the property of the singular value in [43], . Thus from (3.13) 

above. 
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1 

(3.14) 

Further explanation on mixed sensitivity H-infinity control can be obtained in [31], 

[37] and [43]. 

3.3.2 Selection of the weighting functions 

A weighting function is a function which is dependent on frequency. As stated above, 

the inverse of a weighting fimction, acts as an upper boimd for its respective 

sensitivity function, as shown in expression (3.14). The weighting fimction can also 

help with the design of an H-infinity controller by specifying objectives for a design. 

Examples of common weighting functions are the performance weighting function 

and robustness weighting function ^(^) . The performance weighting function, 

is used to help in the attenuation of disturbances, whereas the robustness 

weighting function, is employed to reject as much noise as possible and to 

improve tracking performance. From expression (3.12) above, the weighting functions, 

PP̂ (ĵ ) and P^(f) should be able to minimise the magnitude sensitivity fimction, | 5'(ĵ ) | 

and the complementary sensitivity function, | | in the low and high frequency 

ranges, respectively. 

No specific formula is available to find a suitable weighting function for a specific 

design. Therefore, the form of the weighting functions depend mainly on the desired 

specification of the designers. A weighting function can be as simple as a constant, for 

example 0.3, and as comphcated or complex as a high order polynomial, for example 

^ + 4f + 9 
^ . Some designers consider the selection of the weighting fimctions as a 

j' +4j' +^ + 1 

tuning parameter but some designers use expressions such as in [31]. However, the 

transfer function of the weightings should be stable and proper. There are also some 

restrictions in order to achieve a robust system [43]. 
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1) The OdB crossover 6equency of PFi(j') should be smaller than ^ This is 

important for the validation of | 5'(j') | < 1 /1 PFi(j')| and | | < 1 /1 W3(j') |. In 

addition, it also help to achieve the robust performance ^ 

1. Figure 3.8 shows the boundaries for performance and robustness. 

Performanc 
bound 

Frequency 

Robustness 
nd 

1/ 

Figure 3.8: Performance and robustness boundaries 

2) The roll-off rate of must be at least -20dB/decade to filter out the noise in the 

high frequency range. 

It is advisable to use low order model for the weightings. First order weighting 

functions are often sufficient to help attaining desired specifications [31]. 

3.33 Bilinear Axis Shifting Transformation 

The bilinear axis shifting transformation is a technique used to overcome marginally 

stable controllers in H-inGnity control. An H-in5nity controller can be marginally 

stable when [43] 

1) the plant has poles or/ and zeros on the imaginary (/Vy) axis 
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2) the augmented plant (f n or ^21) has yo - axis zeros (including zeros at infinity) 

which resulted &om a rank deficiency matrix or D21 in the state space augmented 

plant, f (j'). 

The procedure of the transformation is as follow. 

1) The plant is mapped from the ^-plane to the? -plane using the formula (3.15) 

below. 

s = 

— + 1 

(3.15) 

where and /)2 are the endpoints of the diameter of the circles disk region. 

f-plane j' -plane 

Figure 3.9 Bilinear Axis Shifting Transformation 

2) Find the controller A7(ĵ ) with the new shifted pole or/ and zero in the ? -plane. This 

is similar to solving î iin f (y^) ^ 1. 
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3) The controller Ar() is shifted back using the inverse bilinear transformation and the 

formula used is 

? = (3.16) 

- - 1 

If the design specification is not met, the parameter /ii is further ac^usted. As 

discovered during several simulations in section 5.5.3, the location of point affects 

the size of the deflection for the rudder and thus the heading response of the heading 

control. Further discussion and few examples of the bilinear axis shifting 

transformation can be found in [36], [43]. 

3.4 Summary 

A Arfg/"oz/f/me to obtain a stabilising controller, is as follows: 

1) The Bilinear Axis Shifting Transformation is employed if there are any poles or/ 

and zeros in the plant, on they<2)-axis. 

2) The weighting fimctions are selected. 

3) The plant dynamics and the weighting functions are augmented to form a plant 

called the augmented plant, f (j") such that 

= M w 

u 

In addition, z/(f) = 

4) The H-infinity optimal controller is computed using, for example, mixed sensitivity 

H-infinity control. 
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5) The Inverse Bilinear Transformation is employed if the Bilinear Axis Shifting 

Transformation was used earlier. 

6) The optimal control signal, w(̂ ) can be determined from X-̂ ). This is an 

optional step if the control signal is required. 
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Chapter 4 

AutoROV: Underwater 
Vehicle Simulation 
Package 

Underwater vehicles are complex robotic systems and usually very expensive. 

Consequently, it is desirable to test control systems and investigate vehicle 

performance using simulation, at least initially. 

4.1 Background research 

The introduction of the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

(DTNSRDC) has changed the development of computer simulation for underwater 

vehicles. An early program written by Kapsenberg [39] for a remotely operated vehicle 

(ROV) was developed in 1985. It was catagorised as 'a low budget (ROV) simulation 

package'. It used the DTNSRDC's equations and had the same structure as today's 

simulations. It was written for a microcomputer and acted as a demonstrator. 

A different ROV simulation was developed in 1992 by Kalske [40], at the Technical 

Research Center of Finland. This simulator also uses the DTNSRDC's equations and 

can simulate either bluff-body or streamlined underwater vehicles. However, these 

vehicles must use thrusters for manoeuvring. The simulator has been tested against an 

actual ROV. In most cases, the responses were compatible. 

In 1995, Lauvdal gf a/ [25] developed a simulation toolbox for 16 dif&rent types of 

marine and flight vehicles including AUVs. The model of the AUV is controlled by 

rudder and propeller. It is based on the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) and is 
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assumed as a block shaped body. The vehicle states which are the output from the 

simulation test are represented in graphical form. Different types of control law can be 

iacliwiecl in thu: siniiUadion pHnogremi. ITie pHnogrzuii is ruri oii a IPC] luickr lLnsn[X[ v/hli 

MATLAB. For the underwater vehicle simulation, the control signals: the commands 

for the motor and deflection of the fins (against time) are needed. These outputs &om 

the controller have to be computed from another file or software before adding it to the 

program. Thus, the simulation needs to be expanded further if a user wants his or her 

controller to be simulated within the package. 

A simulation package is currently being developed for the Florida Atlantic University 

(FAU) AUV: OceaM [41]. The research was supported by a 5-year ONR 

MURJ project and is jointly carried out by FAU and NFS. The simulator uses a six-

degree of freedom nonlinear AUV model. It forms a closed loop process between the 

simulator and the AUV controllers, v\%ere the simulator generates values to the 

controllers which in return sends actuator commands back to the simulator. The 

hardware-in-loop (HIL) is an extension of the package, to study control and 

visualisation. Initially, the simulation package was implemented on an SGI Irix 5.3. 

For flexibility, it can be ported to the LINUX operating system. It is mainly used for 

navigation, validation and integration, and for testing purposes. However, it can only 

simulate a couple of AUVs: OceaM and the C/K In addition, it requires 

an advanced operating system such as LINUX and IRIX which makes it a complex and 

expensive simulator. 

A more recent simulator was implemented by NFS [42]. It was tested using the ARZES' 

vehicle. The dynamic behaviour is obtained from the MATLAB and SIMULINK 

software, and for 3D graphical display of a virtual scene, the Virtual Reality Modelling 

Language (VRML) is used. No high level programming is required by the user. In 

addition, other new features can be added into the package such as the disturbances. 

There are also other simulators such as the EUROSIM, Multi-Vehicle Simulator 

(which uses a virtual underwater world simulator), AUV SIM (for ROVs and AUVs 

6om Generally, most recent simulation packages require advanced 

operating systems such as LINUX and UNIX platforms. Thus, high level progranmiing 

and more expensive software are needed. 
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developed by Lea [12], is a simple and an user-6iendly simulation package. 

It was developed from FAU's program and modiGed for the use of 7/ in 1998. 

The underwater vehicle model, 5'«6ze/'o 7/̂  is designed by the Southampton Group [1]. 

The torpedo-shaped ROV is Im long and 10cm in diameter. It is driven by a single 

propeller and guided by four control surfaces. is written in C code using 

Borland €++ (version 4.52) and it runs on a PC. The units have been changed to the 

standard SI units rather than the American units. Originally the inputs were the motor 

command and the deflections of the control surfaces (against time) i.e the rudder and 

stemplanes. They have been modified to conmianded speed, heading and depth 

(against time) in order to allow the addition of new controllers into the package. Other 

features such as uncertainties can be included and other flight vehicles can also be 

simulated, given the hydrodynamic coefficients and vehicle dimensions. Tether 

dynamics, drag and bending characteristics are also available in Thus, a 

flight underwater vehicle with tether can also be tested. Inv4wfo^0f^ there is an option 

file which allows the user to select the conditions for the flight vehicle and 

surroundings. For example, time delays of the motor and fins, and sensor noise can be 

included. The simulation program can still be used by selecting the fixed controller 

option. The results from the simulation are represented in both tabulated and graphical 

forms. All of the vehicle states, as well as the response from the Kalman filter and 

sensors, are presented. The simulation package is discussed further in 

Section 4.2. 

4.2 The Simulation Package 

The simulation is described and some of the features developed to access different 

control strategies are presented. 

Velocities such as Aem/e, ro/Z, aW yaw can be found using 

Surge (z/), sway (v) and heave (w) are the velocity movements in the x, 

and z local axes, respectively. Whereas, roll rate (p), pitch rate (ĝ ) and yaw rate (r) are 

the rotational (velocity) movements about the and z local axes, respectively. The 
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equations of motions can be obtained in Appendix 8.1. The global 6ame movements, 

7 ; = [ x ) / z ( ^ ^ ^ a r e obtained using the transformation matrix J. x, y, z are the 

positional and ^ ^ are the rotational movements in the global and ^ axes, 

respectively. 

categorises the six-degree-of-6eedoms into three subsystems. They are the 

speed, heading and depth subsystems. The speed subsystem takes into account the 

fz/rge movement as well as the roll motion. The heading considers the sway and the 

yaw positions. The heave, pitch and the depth are described in the depth subsystem. 

Some validation tests were carried out and the results, which can be found in [12], 

were mostly compatible. 

Before running the simulation program, all state variables, for example the speed state, 

are set to their initial values. The hydrodynamics and also the dimension of the vehicle 

are also assigned for computing matrices M and F. The velocity components u = [z/ v 

w J? g are found by either of the two numerical integration methods: Euler or the 

Improved Euler methods, from 

Mu=F 

=>!)=Ar'F 

When no method is stated, the Euler method is used. The position and orientation of 

the vehicle, y z ^ ^ are found by using the transformation matrix J, &om the 

velocity vector components [w v ^ , where 

77 = J(77)u 

The transformation matrix J is shown as expression (2.1) in chapter 2. )) is then 

integrated using either of the numerical integration methods. If the disturbance option 

is chosen, the Euler method is used. The results are represented in two forms, in 

tabulated form and / or a graphical form. The tabulated results for both the and u 

components are found in the file. The graphs are displayed using an 

f rograTM under 
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4.2.1 Other Features 

As mentioned above, various responses can be obtained, such as the speed («), heading 

and the depth (z) of the vehicle. Currently, there are four types of controllers 

included in the package. They are the PID, sliding mode, fuzzy logic and self-tuning 

regulator controllers. Disturbances and sensor noise can be added to the system to test, 

for example, the robustness of the controllers. There are other extra features such as 

the time delays of the motor, rudder and stemplane actuators. In addition, tether 

dynamics, bending and drag features, are included in although a flight 

vehicle architecture is assumed currently. 

v4w^o^OFis flexible and can simulate other flight vehicles. The features are helpful in 

creating an 'almost' real scenario for operating an underwater vehicle in, for example a 

surveying application. In the subsystems are assumed to be uncoupled 

where the result of one control axis does not affect the others. Therefore each axis can 

be investigated separately. 

An overview of the package is shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.1. Readers are 

referred to [12] for further details of the simulation package and its program 

listings. Some examples of heading responses obtained from v4z/fo^OFcan be found in 

section 5.5. 
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^ Start ^ 

Assign desired speed, 
iHXwiuigimdciqpdiin 

cmds.dat file 

Initialise other data for 
vehicle structure, 
simulation set-up 

Add new designed 
controller 

Choose simulation 
COIKUtKMlSSUC&aS 

distuibance from 

If any changes required 

End 

Simulate program 

Open rov.out in Microsoft Excel 

Update rov.owf in Microsoft Excel 

Figure 4. 1: AutoROVHow chart 

The smiubtkmhas akeady beai iuKdto pnxhcttheiKapcKBe 

different control architectures and with a range of input demands. Comparison with 

experimental trials data has shown that the simulation can indeed describe the vehicle 

behaviour and it has been shown to provide a valuable testbed for controllers. 
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4.3 Conclusion 

Some initial responses of an expensive system, for example an AUV, are important as 

it may give some useful information about its behaviour when disturbances are 

present. This can be achieved by modelling and running some simulation tests. 

is a simple and user-&iendly underwater vehicle simulation program. Any 

underwater vehicles can be simulated using provided that the 

hydrodynamics coefficients are known. 
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Chapter 5 

Heading control: Results 
and Discussion 

This section discusses the design of an H-infinity controller for heading control of an 

underwater vehicle. The heading responses were obtained using the underwater 

vehicle simulation package. These results are then compared to the responses obtained 

&om a digital PID controller designed by Lea [1]. 

Two steps were carried out to obtain a heading response of an H-infinity controller for the 

underwater vehicle, 77. 

1) The H-infinity controller was designed using the MATLAB robust control toolbox. 

Several criteria such as the robust stability and robust performance were analysed. The 

basic idea of robust synthesis is that a controller is designed based on the frequency 

domain specification specified by the selected weighting fimctions 

2) The discretised controller was then included into the simulation package to 

obtain the simulated heading responses. 
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5.1 MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox 

The MATLAB robust control toolbox employs the standard H-infinity control technique. 

This ^proach is further explained in section 3.3. In the MATLAB robust control toolbox, 

the trans6r function for the plant, and the chosen weighdng functions, are 

needed to design an H-infinity controller, for the heading control. The weighting 

function, is a frequency dependent function and it represents the frequency 

specification for the design of the controller, The Bilinear axis shifting 

transformation is employed as the plant in use has a pole on the imaginary axis. This is 

needed to avoid having a marginally stable, H-iaGnity controller. Due to the arrangement 

in the MATLAB robust control toolbox as shown in figure 5.1, the plant consists of 

the transfer functions of the linearised heading subsystem and the rudder dynamics. This 

plant and the selected weighting functions are then augmented as By solving the 

Riccati equations, an expression for a stable H-infinity controller is obtained. The 

algebraic Riccati solution can be found in appendix 8.2. The general arrangement for 

robust control is shown in Figure 3.9. 

Figure 5.1 shows the arrangement used in MATLAB robust control toolbox for computing 

a H-infinity controller using the mixed sensitivity H-infinity control approach. The 

remaining variables are described below. 

Input signal Zl(^) Corrected error signal 

e(^) Error signal Z2W Corrected control signal 

Control signal Corrected output signal 

Output signal 
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Augmented plant f ( f ) 

Plant dynamics 

H-in6ni1y controller 

Figure 5.1: Plant Augmentation used in MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox. This diagram is 
reproduced from the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox User Guide. 

5.2 Control objectives for heading control 

A system is said to be robust when it manages to withstand uncertainties such as noise and 

disturbances in the system. This can be achieved by fulfilling the closed loop objectives 

hsted in section 3.1. In the desired performance and 

robustness objectives are achieved by satisfying the inequahties (5.1) -(5.3) below, where 

tbe weighting functions are inversely related to the respective sensitivity functions such as 

below [30], [34] and [35]. 
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For disturbance rejectioii: 

Sensitivity function, < Performance weighting fimction, (S.i) 

For optimal control: 

Control sensitivity function, < Control weighting fimction, (5.2) 

For noise attenuation: 
Complementary sensitivity function, < Robustness weighting function, (5J) 

The sensitivity functions were introduced in section 3.1 as a measure of robustness. To 

achieve the closed loop objectives for the heading control for the underwater vehicle 

model, the sensitivity functions: and 7(f) are expected to have a 

certain behaviour. This is discussed in further detail below. 

5.2.1 Sensitivity function, 

The sensitivity function, relates the error signal g(ĵ ) and die output In this case, 

the error signal is the heading error while the output is the actual heading. To reject 

disturbances, the gain of the sensitivity function, is required to be as low as possible 

at low 6-equencies [31], [37] as described in figure 3.3 in chapter 3. This is done to 

eliminate the disturbance signal, which by nature, is concentrated at low frequencies. 

According to Doucy gf a/ [42] the wave disturbances lie between 0 and 1.5 rad/s. To 

improve the sensitivity function, a performance weighting function is added to the 

design. It is common for to have the sh^e of a low pass filter for disturbance 

rqection. This ensures that the inequality (5.1) is fulfilled. 
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5.2.2 Control sensitivity function, 

The control sensitivity function relates the desired control input and the output 

From expression (3.5), is related to both disturbances and noise. As mentioned 

above, the disturbances are concentrated in the low frequency range. However, the noise is 

concentrated at the higher frequencies [31], [37]. Therefore, the gain of needs to be 

low, preferably below 1, in both low and high 6equency regions. 

5.2J Complementary sensitivity function, 7(f) 

The complementary sensitivity function relates the output a^d the desired input w(ĵ ). 

Here, the output is the actual heading while the input is the desired heading. To reduce the 

noise contamination, the roll-off rate 6)r the complementary sensitivity, 7(ĵ ) must be at 

least - 20 dB/decade at high 6equency. In addition, the &equency response is required to 

be at least -20dB at 10 rad/s [47]. Expression 3.4 shows that the output signal is 

maximised by lowering the value of 7(ĵ ) for noise. Since noise is concentrated at high 

Aequencies, a low gain of 7(j') is needed here. To reject the disturbance 6om the ou^ut 

signal, a function having a high pass Glter shape, which is represented by is placed 

on the output channel. 

5.2.4 Other requirements 

The above desired closed loop objectives are mainly for robustness. There are other 

requirements on the performance and robustness of Ae heading subsystem for an 

underwater vehicle. There are listed as below. 

1) A low steady state error - 1%. 

2) No, or very low, overshoot to avoid colhsion with other objects. For example, icebergs 

during under-ice surveys or hitting the mother ship during docking. 
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3) Fast heading response with rise time between 5s and 8s. If the heading response is very 

6st, for example 2s, overshoot is possible. On the other hand, very slow heading response 

may be time consuming. 

4) Reduce the effect of system delay of 0.7s for SW'zgro/^as suggested by Lea [1] (within 

the closed loop 1 Hz bandwidth). 

5.3 H-infinity control design 

The stages of the H-infinity control design were briefly explained ui section 5.1 above. In 

this section, these stages are discussed further. The stages that are involved in the design 

of a H-infinity control are, assignment of the plant and weighting functions, the designing 

the H-inGnity controller and the discretisation of the H-infinity controller by the Bilinear 

transformation method. 

53.1 Assign transfer functions and 

The heading control is composed of three state variables. They are sway speed, v(f), yaw 

rate, /{O and heading, The equation of motion 6)r sway and yaw are found in 

Appendix 8.1. A few assumptions had been made to produce a simphfied transfer function 

for the heading control and the assumptions are as below [1]. 

a) speed is constant: w = wo 

b) second and higher order terms are ignored 

c) angle for roll motion is zero, » 0 

d) angle for pitch motion is zero, * 0 so that the vehicle travels horizontally. 
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The simplified transfer function 6)r the heading control, without a time delay, is: 

(y -14.1^-20.95 

& .$^+10.7&y^+15.17f 

(5.4) 

where 8r is the actual deflection of the rudder. 

In the MATLAB robust control toolbox (figure 5.1), the ou^ut and the input of the plant 

G(ĵ ) are and w, respectively and 

where (ŷ is the actual heading and is the desired rudder command. To obtain the ratio 

Z 
of ^ above, the rudder dynamics which will be explained below, need to be included into 

the plant, (/(j^). This is because the linearised heading subsystem above (5.4) is in the form 

of r . Therefore, — was obtained as below. 

(5.5) 
& 

= > 

The rudder dynamics given below (5.6) have a small effect on heading control. This is 

explained further in Lea [1]. 
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& 0.9x7.69 
" ^ + 7.69 

(5.6) 

=> — = 0.9 

f \ 
1 

1 

0.13 
^ + 1 

/ 

=> — = 0.9 
1 

1 , 
- f + 1 

Vf V 

The e^gression for the rudder dynamics (5.6) above is in a lag form which indicates that 

the rudder of the underwater vehicle is lagging the rudder command with a time constant, 

r of 0.13 s. The Gnal value of the steady state position of the rudder deflection, & is taken 

as 0.9 of the demanded rudder command, This is due to the play and backlash efkct 

in the servo system which can prevent the rudder reaching the exact demanded position. 

Hence, using the formula in 5.5, the plant used for the design of the heading 

H-infmity controller is 

. 0.9x7.69 
G(j') = X 

1%-20.95 

^ + 7.69 /+10 .78 /+15 .17 f 

-97.59^-145 

+18.47/+98.07;y^+116.7^ 

with 6ctorisation of the denominator 
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=> G(^) = 
-97.59^-145 

+18.47f"+98.07^ + 116.7) 
(5.7) 

The airangement for the heading H-infinity control in MATLAB robust control toolbox is 

shown as below. 

Augmented plant f ( f ) 

Plant dynamics G(f) 

H-infinity controller 

Figure 5.2: The arrangement to design a heading H-infinity control 

E]q)ression 5.7 above shows that there is a pole of (?(f) on the imaginary axis. This is 

undesirable because it can cause a marginally stable H-infinity controller. Therefore, a 

technique called the bilinear transform (axis shifting) was introduced to prevent this 

problem hrom occurring. A brief explanation of the bilinear axis shifting transformation is 

discussed in section 3.3.3. The theory is also discussed in [43]. 
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Several tests using the bilinear axis shifting transAimi were carried out to 6nd the suitable 

values for and where and are the en(%)oints of the diameter of a circle disk for 

the heading H-inGnity controller. It was found that larger value of results in larger 

rudder deflection. These tests were done using the weighting function selected in (5.10) -

(5.12). For example, with values o f - 0 . 3 a n d = infinity (oo), the rudder deflected to 

an angle of -18 degrees, while with values of -0.2 and /72 = infinity (oo), the rudder 

deflected to an angle of -13 degrees. As a result, the time response was afkcted such that 

larger rudder deflection produces faster heading response. As for it was found t h a t = 

infinity produced lower overshoot compared to other 7̂2 values such as 100 and lOe .̂ 

Although, /?2 = 100 and /?2 = lOe^ resulted in faster rise time, a lower level of overshoot is 

preferable. This is because it is better to be slightly slower than to hit some obstacles 

along the way. In addition, the level of an overshoot in practice can be higher compared to 

the simulations carried in 5.5.3.1 - 5.5.3.5. As a result, the chosen values of and/)2 are 

-0.15 and respectively. With = -0.15, the rudder was deflected to an angle of-10 

degrees. The command 6om the MATLAB robust control toolbox was used to shift 

the poles, and p2,6om the original location (/a; - axis) in the ^-plane to the ? - plane. 

The selections of some of the weighting fimctions are based on real data obtained by Lea 

6om Haslar Tank tests with 7/ [48]. The parameters obtained, such as the 

bandwidth of the relative heading error, were used to obtain the performance ff^(f) and 

robustness PF3('Ŝ ) weighting fimctions. 

Lea [1] had carried out some experimental trials for the heading control. The tests carried 

out were open loop tests. The experiments used the underwater vehicle, S'wAzero 7/ 

described in section 2.1. Due to maUunction of the sensors, only two sets of data could be 

used for further investigation. Both data can be 6)und in Appendix 8.4 and the plots in the 

time domain are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3: Time domain plot for data cOl 
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In the open loop system experiments, the input to the heading subsystem was obtained 

from the rudder command or rudder deflection of the underwater vehicle. The demanded 
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nidder deflection is controlled by a joystick on shore. The aim of this project is to select 

the weighting functions based on real data. Since the performance weighting function 

helps to attenuate the error of the heading subsystem, the heading error needs to be 

6)und. The heading error was considered as the uncertainty of the heading subsystem and 

disturbance was considered as one type of the uncertainties. The desired heading of the 

open loop experimental tests can be determined 6om the turn rate estimation. Generally, a 

turn rate teUs us how much (in degrees) the underwater vehicle has turned in one second. 

Thus by knowing the value of the turn rate of the ^ relative to the rudder 

command (20 degrees) and the duration (in seconds) of the rudder deflects, the desired 

heading can be estimated based on the given turn rate value. Therefore heading angle was 

found using the equation: 

(5.8) 

From Lea [1], the maximum turn rate value of 5'w6zgro 7/ (without tether) was estimated to 

be 19.2 degrees per second. From Ggure 5.3, it is seen that the rudder took 1.1 seconds to 

turn to the desired heading (or to a settling point). In comparison, it took 0.6 seconds in 

the second set of data, c02. This is shown in figure 5 .4. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the time domain plot for data and data c02, respectively. The 

open loop system experiments ran &ir about 36 s for data and 29 s for data The 

large initial jump starts for the Grst 7 s &om figure 5.3 and 6 s 6om figure 5.4, are due to 

electromagnetic interference (EMI). The interference is caused by the running motor 

aSecting the compass reading [1]. Therefore, these readings were ignored during the 

calculation for the desired heading angles below. 
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Using formula (5.8) above, the estimated heading angle due to the rudder deflection is 

19.7 degrees per second * 1.1 seconds = 21.67 degrees 

From Ggure 5 .3 (ignoring the EMI e^ct) , the underwater vehicle starts at a heading angle 

of 25.6 degrees. This heading angle was taken as the starting point (0 degrees). Therefore, 

data cOl in Appendix 8.4.1 need to be subtracted by 25.6 degrees. 

From 6)rmulae (5.8), the estimated heading angle due to the rudder deflection is 

19.7 degrees per second * 0.6 seconds = 11.87 degrees 

From figure 5.4, it is seen that the underwater vehicle starts &om a heading angle of 47.9 

degrees, after 6s. As above (dkr̂ a c07), the 47.9 degrees point was taken as the starting 

point. Thus, the measured data was subtracted by 47.9 degrees. 

The error of the heading can be estimated 6om the resulting desired heading angles 

obtained above by taking the difference between the measurement (actual) heading angles 

and desired heading angles. 

Fregwency reapoM&e (Ae Aeocfrng error 

All the results above have been carried out in the continuous time domain. To compute an 

H-infinity controller, the weighting functions need to be specified in ĵ -plane form. To do 

this, the continuous time domain data is transformed to the 6equency response domain 

using the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). The transformation was carried out using the 

MATLAB robust control toolbox using the command. For further investigation, only 
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the steady state regions were taken to obtain the frequency response of the heading error. 

This refers to when the underwater vehicle has settled down, after few seconds in a run. 

The steady state region for figure 5.3 and figure 5.4 was taken between 15 s and 30 s and 

between 8 s and 18 s, respectively. From observations, the plot of the weighting function 

is always in dB versus rad/s form. Therefore, a decibel (dB) unit is required for the 

vertical axis of the 6equency response. The relative error was used to calculate the 

heading error in decibels (dB) as shown in (5 .9) below: -

(dB) = 20 * logio (ratio) 

(dB) = 20 * logio (relative heading error) (5^) 

The relative heading error is deGned as: -

ermr = grz-or 

The full program hsting of the transformation from time domain to &equency domain for 

the heading error can be found in Appendix 8.4. The results of the transformation into the 

frequency domain are shown in Ggures 5.5 and 5.6 below. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the 

&equency response of the heading error for data and data c02, respectively. The 

vertical axis for the frequency response plots is in decibel (dB) while the horizontal axis is 

in radian/ seconds (rad/s). 
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Figure 5.6: Frequency response of the relative heading error for data c02. 
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From Ggures 5 .5 and 5.6 above, the ^equency of the maximum magnitude for the relative 

heading error is 0.06 rad/s. From Endings [47], it was found that the ^equency of the 

marine environment is very low and the values are usually below 0.3 rad/s. Therefore, the 

value of frequency obtained from data and 0.06 rad/s, is a reasonable &equency 

for the heading error. 

From the experimental results obtained by Lea [1], the 6equency for the high 6equency 

disturbances, which is the sensor noise, is about 10 rad/s. Without the sensor, the noise 

produced was about 13 rad/s. Therefore, the acceptable bandwidth for noise is at least 10 

rad/s and therefore, the gain fbr the &equency response needs to be small in the high 

frequency range to ensure su&cient noise rejection. 

From the maximum frequency of the heading error, bandwidth of noise as well as the 

closed loop objectives, the chosen weighting functions are listed below: -

(5.10) 
lOj' + le 

^ ( ^ ) = 1 (5.11) 

, ' . 0 .0632& + a g ^ 

' 0.001667/+0.8165^ + 100 

The performance weighting function, is to assist the sensitivity fimction with 

disturbance rejection. The control weighting function ffzW is included to obtain an 

optimal control system. The robustness weighting function is added to minimise the 

complementary sensitivity function at the high &equency, in order to reduce the noise 
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efkct in the system. The individual 6equency response plots are shown in figure 5.7 and 

explanation on the selection of each weighting function is discussed below. 

P#(fofmanw w#ight(ng function. W1 

\ 

;c 10 
/ (wd/iwc) 

1 0 ' ( 0 

Fiequency (lad/wc) 

PobuitneM̂Hightingfunrticn //3 

IG 
Ffeqii*n*./(rad/WC) 

Figure 5.7: Frequency response plots of each weighting function 

The concentration of underwater disturbances such as current velocity lie between 0 - 1 . 5 

rad/s [42]. The maximum relative heading error obtained in figures 5.5 and 5.6 was 0.06 

rad/s but for simplicity, a value of 0.1 rad/s was assigned as the bandwidth for the 

performance weighting fimction. Larger bandwidth may affect the stability margin of the 

sensitivity of the heading subsystem. A high gain of 30 dB and above is given to the low 

Aequency range between 10'̂  and 10° rad/s, to ensure that the heading subsystem of the 
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underwater vehicle is not affected by any disturbances underwater. The gain at the high 

&equency range is insignificant because the performance weighting function l^(f) 

concentrates in rejecting disturbance in the low &equency range. Since, the magnitude 

value at the high &equency is not directly related to a gain of-5dB was chosen. 

From expression (3.5), both disturbances and noise M(ĵ ) are to be kept low below 0 dB 

to ensure that both the <j(ĵ ) and M(f) signals are rejected. This is done by setting = 1, 

to ensure that the control weighting function is below 0 dB, in both low and high 

frequencies regions. From several tests carried out with and M^(f) as in (5.10) and 

(5.12), higher constant values of PP2(̂ ), for example ff2(j:) = 1.5, produced lower singular 

value of 7^ (close to 0 dB). In comparison, lower constant values of ff2(j^), for example 

P^2(f) = 0.5 produced higher singular value of 7^ (further away &om 0 dB). These values 

of f^(j^) resulted in overshoots ranging between 9 and 12 degrees. Therefore, ^(a^) = 1 

was chosen because when rudder delay of 0.33s was included into the simulation, the 

overshoot value was low (1.1 degrees). The plot for singular value of 7^ with ^̂ (̂ĵ ) = 1 is 

found in figure 5.12 and the heading response is shown in figure 5.18. 

)f3(ĵ ) is used to reduce the noise contamination in the high frequency region. This can be 

achieved by having a large value for the complementary sensitivity function %(f) in the 

high S-equency range. The bandwidth of the noise was faund earlier to be 13 rad/s but a 

bandwidth of 10 rad/s was assigned in designing the robustness weighting function. A 

lower frequency value of 10 rad/s was chosen so as to take into account more lower 

6equency uncertainties as the bandwidth for uncertainty (disturbance) is very low; of the 

order of 0.1 rad/s. Examples of underwater noise are ambient noise (movement of 

icebergs): 25 rad/s, shipping trafBc noise (125.7 - 1885.2 rad/s), seismic blast (6.3 x 10̂  

9.4 x 10̂  rad/s) [49]. A gain of 55.6 dB and above was estimated in the high 6equency 
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region, as to attenuate the level of noise into the system. A low tequency gain was 

estimated as -100 dB. 

5.3.2 H-mGnity controller 

There are two methods available in the MATLAB robust control toolbox, to compute an 

H-infinity controller. This is done by using the commands and Snds a 

stabilising controller for a system by solving the small gain infinity-norm robust 

control problem, such that || 7^ Hm < 1. 7^' is the closed loop transfer function between 

the output, z and input, w of the augmented system as shown in Ggure 3.7 and is 

represented as (he linear Pactional trans&rmation as 7̂  ( f . A!) = f ^ (7-7'22A[)"̂  

The optimal H-inSnity control law is discussed in section 3.3. implements the 'loop-

shifting' two Riccati A)rmulae for the infinity-norm control. In comparison, the 

command, computes the optimal H-infinity controller using the loop-shifbng formulae of 

via ;̂ «-iteration such that || / 7^ Ik < 1 Therefore, for an optimal H-in&iity controller, 

/needs to be below 1. 

Several simulation tests were carried out using both 'AfMy and commands on 

heading control of the underwater vehicle 77. It was 6)und that the resulting 

gamma ^^from Am/qpf was 1.5234 Wiere as the gamma /value used in the command 

was 1. The tests were carried out using the weighting fimctions in (5.10 - 5.12). In 

addition, the use of A/M/ppr command produced unstable rudder deflection for the first 2s 

of the simulation run. When the random noise was added into the simulation, the resulting 

rudder deflection was very noisy. In comparison, the use of the command resulted in 

better robust analysis results as shown in section 5.4 and 5.5. ThereA)re, the command 

was preferred because 6om inequality || 7^ ||m < gamma /needs to be a minimal value. 

Thus, the command was used to solve the H-infmity control for the heading control of 

an underwater vehicle. 

From the Bilinear axis shifting transformation in section 3.3.3, the 6nal pole of the H-

infinity controller needs to be shifted back to the a:-plane by using the inverse Bilinear 
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transformation (shiAing transformation). For simplicity the knnula of the inverse Bilinear 

transformation is as below: -

^ - 1 

The resulting H-infinity controller Ar(f) obtained 6om MATLAB robust control toolbox in 

the ^-plane is shown below. It is a order state controller in the ĵ -plane because the total 

number of order 6om the augmentation process (plant + weighting fimctions) is 4 + (1 + 0 

+ 2) = 7. 

¥ 

-0.6595 - 335.6 / - 4.572e'* s" - 7.725e^ - 4.072e^ - 5.389e^ & - 9.017e^ 

/ + 510.9 + 7.0376" + 1.314e^ / + 8.643e^ + 2.217e^ + 1.935e^ a + 2.433e^ 

(5.13) 

5.33 Discretisation 

The underwater vehicle simulation program, was used to test the resulting H-

infinity controller for the heading control. Because the program only handles digitised 

controllers, the expression 5.13 has to be digitised. There are a few discretisation methods 

available in the MATLAB robust control toolbox such as zero-order hold, first-order hold 

and bilinear approximation. In this woiic, the Tustin ^proximation (Bilinear 

transformation) is used because it preserves the H-infinity norm. In addition, it only 

involves a simple substitution of function z for to get .Ar(z) by using the formula (5.14) 
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below. Furthermore, it maps the entire ŷ-plane to the z-plane, thus preventing any 

A-equency domain abasing problems [46]. 

Therefore, the digitised H-infinity controller of (5.12) above is determined by simple 

substitution of formula (5.14) into (5.13) giving the Gnal digitised H-inGnity controller 

^(z) shown in (5.16). 

2 r z -1^ 
F(2) = f(;y)' T + 1/ 

(5.14) 

Where 7 is the sampling time. 

There are two reasons for choosing the sampling time to be 0.1 s. 

1) To prevent the problem of aliasing 

For better sampling, the sampling 6equency, which is the reciprocal of the sampling time 

= — , has to be at least twice the highest 6-equency in the signal. It was found in 

section 5.3 that the estimated highest 6equency for noise is 13 rad/s or 4.14 Hz. 

Therefore, to avoid aliasing, the sampling &equency was chosen to be 10 Hz. Thus, the 

sampling time of 0.Is. 

2) To preserve the result of the continuous H-infinity control 

One condition for the Tustin approximation to preserve the result of the continuous H-

infmity is to have the sampling time several times higher than the bandwidth of the 

heading control. From Lea [1] and Logan [9], the bandwidth of the heading control was 

estimated to be 1 Hz. To preserve the continuous H-infinity control, a sampling 6equency 

of 10 Hz was chosen and this is equivalent to a sampling time of 0.1s. 
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&ans&%%%#kwi jrom the condnuous lb the dBcn^B sijgMd usm# the Pwaui 

approximation, ±e resulting digitised H-inGnity controller is 

^ ( 4 = ^ 
¥ 

-0.02985 - 0.001576 + 0.06648 - 0.001811 z" - 0.04793 z^ + 0.00625 ẑ  + 0.01119 z 
- 0.002969 

z^ - 1.753 ẑ  - 0.5098 ẑ  + 2.37 z'̂  - 0.8266 ẑ  - 0.6855 ẑ  + 0.4863 z - 0.08074 

(5.15) 

In time delay (z ') form (divide each term by z^) [30], the expression (5.15) becomes 

¥ 

-0.02985 - 0.001576 z + 0.06648 z - 0.01811 z - 0.04793 z "̂  + 0.00625 z'^ + 0.01119 z" 

- 0,002969 z'^ 

1 - 1.753 z - 0.5098 z + 2.37 z - 0.8266 z"̂  - 0.6855 z"' + 0.4863 z - 0.08074 z 

(5.16) 

is the demanded deflection of rudder and is the vehicle global yaw angle. 
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5.4 Robust analysis 

In this section, the results of the inequahties (5.1) - (5.3) and other closed loop objectives 

are presented. These results were obtained using the MATLAB robust control toolbox. 

which is denoted by the symbol || ||, can be defined as an overall measure of the size 

of a matrbi, a signal, a matrix or a system [31]. There are many definitions for and it is 

dependent to whether the element is a matrix, a vector, a signal or a system. In this project, 

the infinity norm of a system is required. An infinity norm of a system or a transfer 

function, f(j;) is the H-infinity norm and it is the peak value of the maximum singular 

value F(j^). This infinity norm can be denoted as ||F(j^)||̂  = max6^(F(y0)). Refer section 

3.2 and [31] for further e)q)lanation for infinity norm. As mentioned in section 3.1, 

singular value or spectral norm is deGned as the positive square roots of the eigenvectors 

of g , where G is a complex matrix. The singular value is denoted with the symbol cr 

Further discussion on the terms: norm, infinity norm and singular value, can be found in 

[31]. 

5.4.1 Disturbance rejection 

For disturbance rejection, the sensitivity weighting fimction must be less than the inverse 

of the performance weighting fimction such that < ^(j^) [31], [37]. From Ggure 5.8 

below, it is seen that this is the case. Thus the disturbance is guaranteed to be rejected in 

the heading subsystem. 
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Disturbance rejection; S(s)< l / W I ( s ) 

4 25 

- Sensitivity function S(s) 
— Inverse of perfoimance weighting function 1/W1 (s> 

Frequency (rad/sec) 

Figure 5.8: Disturbance rejection: S(s) < ' 

In tliis case, the sensitivity function relates the actual heading and the disturbances or 

relative heading error such that 

The frequency of the relative heading error or disturbances of the underwater environment 

was estimated to be 0.1 rad/s as found in section 5.3.1. From the figure above, the 

sensitivity of the heading subsystem at that frequency is - 12.5 dB. 
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12.5 = = 0.237 

From (3.3), 

X-^) - S(s) X d(s) 

i//(s) = 0.237d(s) 

This indicates that the disturbance of the marine environment is attenuated by about 0.24 

for the heading response of the underwater vehicle. 

5.4.2 Noise attenuation 

Noise ^tenuaUon: T(s) < t / W3(s) 

Complementary senstlvHy function T($) 

Inverse of robustness weighting function l/Vl/3 

fwpMmey (rmd/*) 

Frequency (rad/sec) 

Figure 5.9: Noise attenuation: T(s) < fVsfs) 
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For a system to be robust 6om noise, it is required that the complementary sensitivity 

function is less than the inverse of the robustness weighting function such that < 

From Ggure 5.9 above, the curve is below the inverse of This indicates 

that the condition for noise attenuation is achieved. 

In section 5.2.3, one of the robustness speciGcations was for the curve to have a roll-

off rate of at least - 20 dB/ decade. This is to guarantee noise attenuation in the system. 

Figure 5.9 shows that the roU-offrate is - 75 dB/ decade, vAich should ensure good noise 

rejection. Further noise reduction at the high frequencies can be fulfilled by having low 

negative magnitude at the 6equency of the noise of the system. From the robustness 

specification, it is required that the magnitude of the complementary weighting fimction 

to be at least -20 dB at 10 rad/s. From figure 5.9, the magnitude is about - 49 dB at 

10 rad/s. Hence this robustness specification is fulfilled. 

5.43 Reference tracking 

One of the closed loop objectives in section 3 .1 is for the system to have the ability to 

track the changing desired ou^ut and in this case the desired heading angles. In order for 

this to happen, it is required that the complementary sensitivity function 7(f) is below 1 or 

0 dB in magnitude at low frequency. From Ggure 5.9 above, the complementary 

sensitivity function T(s) is ~ 0 dB in magnitude at the low frequency range until 0.2 rad/s. 

From this result it indicates that the heading subsystem should be able to track the 

changing desired heading angle until frequency 0.2 rad/s. 

5.4.4 Optimal control 

From section 5.2.2, it is required that the signals of both disturbances and noise are kept 

low. As mentioned earlier, the disturbances signal concentrates at the low 6equency 

region where as the noise signal is mainly distributed at the high ^equency region. 
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Therefore, it is essential to keep the low frequency as well as the high frequency regions 

small in magnitude (dB). In addition from (5.2), an optimal control of the rudder can be 

obtained if the control sensitivity function is less than the inverse of the control weighting 

function such that R(s) < W2(s) . 

3 40 

Optimal control: R(s) < \f W2($) 
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Figure 5.10: Optimal control: R{s) < ' 

As described earlier, the control weighting function, Wzis) has been set to 1 as shown in 

expression 5.11 in section 5.3.1. In figure 5.10 above, the resulting control sensitivity 

function is below the 0 dB line for both low and high frequencies regions. Therefore, the 

condition for optimal control is fulfilled. 
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The speciGcatioii for optimal control on the actuator, in this case the rudder, can also be 

examined &oni the tequency response of the controller. In order to obtain the optimal 

control of the rudder, the magnitude of the controller needs to be low at high &equencies. 

The frequency response of the controller is shown in figure 5.11 below. It is observed that 

the controller generally has a low magnitude (below 1 or OdB) for aU frequencies. Thus, 

the condition fbr the optimal control for the rudder is ensured. 

, reqMMM* of the KWnAiKY headhg c o m m i t 

\ 

\ I 

Ff*qu#ncy 

Figure 5.11: Frequency response of the H-infinity controller 
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5.4.5 Closed loop transfer function, 7^ (Controller stability) 

7^ is the transfer functioii relating the input and the output of the closed loop system. For 

a controller to be stable, it is required that the infinity norm of 7^, is less Aan a positive 

constant, ;̂  || 7^ ||m < x a n d w a s chosen as 1. The reason of choosing y=l is discussed 

in section 5.3.2. 

singular value of the closed loop transfer function Tzw 

- 1 . 5 

10 
Frequency (rad/sec) 

Figure 5.12; Singular value of the closed loop ti'ansfer function 7̂ , 

Figure 5.12 shows the maximum singular value of the closed loop transfer function 7^ 

and llT̂ II = max ̂ (7^(V^)))- For a stable H-infinity controller to exist, || 7^ ||«, < 1. From 
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ttw: iibcyve, is tw:kyw 1 or () dl) iixr all frecpieiwcies. TThxarefbre, llwe ckssygneii II-

imSnity for the heading subsystem is stable. 

The robust analysis above is &om modem control, where the singular value is used as a 

measure of robustness. Below is a robust analysis 6om the classical approach which is 

based upon the stability margins: gain and phase margins. 

5.4.6 Stability margin 

Stability margin is a fbrm of stability robustness of a system [37]. It is a measure of 

robustness on the stability of the system with respect to the variation in the system's 

model. It can either be measured using the Bode plot of G(/ o) or the Nyquist plot of 

Stability margins consists of gain margin and phase margin. 

The expression for a closed loop system is ^he closed loop 
1 + G(.y)^(f) 

becomes unstable when — ^ -> oo which can be either when: 

1) 00 or 

2) 1 + = 0 => G(^)Ar(f) = -1 

In the complex plane, 

GOa,X(/(B) = (-lJO) 

= 1 Z-ISO". 

The above symbol indicates that a system is imstable if the magnitude of the open loop 

gain exceeds unity at a phase lag of 180 degrees. For this project, the Bode plot is used to 

obtain the gain and phase margins. The gain margin tells us how far away in dB the 
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system is, before it goes unstable. From the plot, the gain margin is the gain of G(/a)) 

when its phase crosses the -180 degrees phase line. Similarly, the phase margin tells 

us how many degrees before the system becomes unstable. The phase margin is the 

difference between the phase of G(/6)) and -180 degrees, when the gain of GOo) 

A7(/6)) crosses the OdB line. For simplicity, both margins are shown in the figure below. 

Negative values of gain and phase margins indicate an unstable system. 

From Sgure 5.13 below, the gain margin is found to be inSnity dB while the phase margin 

is (75.9 + 180) = 255.9 degrees at 1.27 rad/s. 

F r e q u e n c y ( r a d / s ) 

-130 

-180 

F r e q u e n c y ( r a d / s ) 

Figure 5.13: Stability margin for the plant only 
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Open /oqp yuncfmn, 

Figure 5.14 below shows the stabihty margin of ±e open loop heading control 

system. The resulting gain margin is 23.3 dB at 3.05 rad/s, where as the phase margin is 

Aiund to be 71.4 degrees at 0.37 rad/s. Although both gain and phase margins were 

reduced, the margins are still large before the system goes unstable. The minimal gain and 

phase margins required before a system goes unstable is 2 (6dB) and between 30 degrees 

and 60 degrees, respectively [31], [43]. 

StabRy of th* open loop (G'K) syitem 

FrequMcy (radA&c) 

Figure 5.14; Stability margin of the open loop system (G(s)jr(s)) 

In general, the H-infinity controller fulfilled most of the closed loop objectives stated in 

sections 3.1 and 5.2. The H-infinity controller was then applied to a model of an 
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underwater vehicle to obtain several heading responses using the underwater vehicle 

simulation package, and this is described next. 

5.5 Simulation results 

Several simulation tests were carried out using and the heading response of the 

H-infinity control were compared to the PID control designed by Lea [1]. A brief 

description of was given in section 4.2. For all the tests, the time delays for the 

motor and stemplane were set to 0.15s and 0.23s, respectively. These delays are mainly 

due to sensors and the communication link. The desired heading angle was set at 40 

degrees. The speed of the motor is 1.3 m/s. 

In the six degree of &eedom equations of motion are catagorised into three 

subsystems: speed, heading and depth controls. From Lea [1], 

7 » ^ = 2 0 0 0 w , + 3 2 0 0 1 ^ ^ (5.17) 

Wiere is the motor command, w, is the speed error and the speed integrator. 

Several heading simulation tests were carried out to find the best value for the 

proportional and integrator gains. As a result, the values of 2000 for the proportional gain 

and 3200 for the integrator gain, gave good heading responses. The transfer function form 

(not including time delay) is as below. 

Aw 2.9x10"^ 

A/Mj (ĵ  + 4.17)(j^ + 0.5) 
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f / D 

=-0.6(y t -0.057^^%, -O.I{^ (5.18) 
m=l 

\^ere &d is the demanded rudder deOection and (y' = - {// is &e heading error. The 

transfer function form fbr ±e PID heading control can be found in expression (5.4). 

Two controllers were used fbr the depth control: depth-pitch controller at the outer loop 

and pitch-stemplane controller at the inner loop. The outer loop produces the commanded 

pitch value while the hmer loop gives the demanded stemplane value based on the pitch 

error. This arrangement is used because the value of the commanded pitch (6om the outer 

loop) can be limited below 90 degrees to avoid singularities problem. In addition, the 

dynamics of pitch-stemplane is very similar to the dynamics of heading-rudder in the 

heading subsystem [1]. A suitable PID controller fbr the heading subsystem had already 

been designed and therefore, the time to design the pitch-stemplane controller can be 

reduced. 

0 ,=-O.5z ' -O.O5rz : fz : -O. l f 

vvtere ^ is demanded pitch angle and z' = z^ - z is the depth error. 

= -0.8^' - 0.0572:;:% - O.Sg 
(5.19b) 



where is demanded stemplane and - ^ i s the pitch angle error, gr is the pitch 

rate. In transfer function form: 

z -1.07(^-9.6)(.y + 2.2) 

& +0.081X^ + 1.8X^ + 8.4) 

Wiere T is the sampling time and is assumed to be 0.1s. 

These are the three controllers (5.17-5.19) used in the underwater simulation 

program to obtain several PID heading responses. The controllers are discussed in greater 

detail in Lea [1]. As for the H-infinity heading control, the H-infinity heading controller is 

given in (5.16) for the heading subsystem. For the speed and depth controls, the PI speed 

in (5.17) and PID depth in (5.19) controllers, respectively were used. The program listing 

used to obtain the heading responses shown in figures 5.15 - 5.19, can be 6)und in 

y^pendix 8 .6. 

There are three different types of uncertainties added into [12]. They are current 

velocity as disturbances, sensor noise and time delay. The effect of these uncertainties are 

investigated below. A brief description of the uncertainties is given in the following 

section. 

5.5.1 Uncertainties in 

The disturbances included in the simulation package, y4w^o^OKare water current velocity. 

These disturbances were estimated by Lea [12]. The water current velocity disturbances in 

(5.20) and (5.21) below are added to the axial (x-axis) and lateral ( /̂-axis) forces, 

respectively. Because the underwater environment is highly coupled, the heading response 

is also afkctsd. The expressions 6)r the disturbances at their respective coordinates are: 
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At coorafmafg;;: -0.1 cos (0.2^) sm(y^; 

(5^0) 

At Zafem/ coofcfinafgj:: -0.1 cos (0.2f) sm(7iy2 -

(5^1) 

^ MOMg 

The heading angle is measured using the digital module compass. According to Lea [1], 

the motor power cables and the battery packs produced an electromagnetic interference on 

the compass readings. In the underwater vehicle simulation program, random 

noise having a range between - 2 degrees and 2 degrees is added to the compass data 

based upon observations 6om the underwater vehicle data in Lea [1]. 

There are some rudder time delays in the heading subsystem. From Lea [1], the longest 

delay is due to the digital module compass with a delay of 0.2s. The rudder is structured 

such that there are two rudder surfaces and they are linked together to form a single 

rudder. In addition, there is also delay in the rudder servo. The worst case is when the 

rudder moves across the centre of the tail section resulting a rudder delay of 0.13s. 

Therefore, the total worst case delay due to sensors and the rudder is 0.33s. 
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5.5.2 Simulation runs 

Six simulation runs using the H-inGnity heading controller were carried out. The digitised 

H-ia6nity heading controller (5 .16) was then compared to the PID controller designed by 

Lea[l^ 

All the parameters in the option 61e, such as the disturbances and noise, were ignored 

(FALSE). The time delay 5)r the rudder was set to 0.01s. The rudder delay cannot be set 

to zero because it resulted in a numerical error. The results of the heading response with 

these settings are shown in Figure 5 .15 below. 

In following simulation runs (b) and (c), the RUD TIME DELAY were set to 33 and 70, 

respectively. The parameters: DISTURBANCES and SENSOR REAL were set to TRUE. 

The others parameters in the 61e were kept as FALSE. The motor and stemplane 

time delays are set as 0.15s and 0.23s, respectively to create a realistic situation. 

3 were roWo/M MOiye dlg/oy 0.3 

The simulated heading response is shown in Ggure 5.16. 

J were mc/wdeaf. roWom Moiye n/dWer (fe/ay 0.70̂ .̂ 

This simulation run was done to test if 5'w6ze/'o 7/ could withstand the pure delay of the 

heading subsystem. The resulting H-infinity heading response is found in figure 5.17. 

The following simulation runs (d) and (e), the RUD TIME DELAY were set to 33 and 

70, respectively. The parameter SENSOR REAL was set to TRUE. The others parameters 

in the file were kept as FALSE. The MTR TIME DELAY and 

SPL TIME DELAY are set as 15 and 23, respectively. 
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2 ifere n/dW<2r Jle/c^ q / 0. j ĵ y. 

The result of the simulated H-infmity heading response is shown in figure 5.18. 

^ 2 were mc/Wed Mowg rwdkfgr 0.70& 

The simulated H-infinity heading response can be obtained in Agure 5.19. 

For simphcity, the simulation runs are tabulated in Table 5.1. Other parameters are kept as 

FALSE. The time delay for the motor and stemplane are 15 (0.15s) and 23 (0.23s), 

respectively. 

"^"--..^^^Parameters 

Simulation runT^"-^ 
Disturbance Random noise 

Rudder time delay 

a) FALSE FALSE 1 (0.01s) 
b) TRUE TRUE 33 (0.33s) 
c) TRUE TRUE 70 (0.7s) 
d) FALSE TRUE 33 (0.33s) 
e) FALSE TRUE 70 (0.7s) 

Table 5.1: Simulation runs 

^ JVoM/meoy wWerwarfer vgAzc/g .yz/MwWor 

The H-infinity control was also tested in Feng's underwater simulation program, 

[24]. It was then compared to the simulated PID control which was also simulated with the 

simulation program. The result of ±e simulation &om Feng [24] is shown in 

figure 5.20. 
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5.5.3 Simulation results 

Using the AutoROVsimulation program 

Simulated H-infinity and PID heading response from AutoROV 
(neither noise nor rudder delay is added) 
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Figure 5.15: Heading responses when neither noise nor rudder delay was added 

In figure 5.15 above, the heading response from the PID controller is faster with a rise 

time of 4 s compared to the H-infinity control with a rise time of 8.5 s. It is noticed that 

the rudder from the PID control is deflected to its maximum 20 degrees limit and is 

saturated. The rudder of the underwater vehicle from the H-infinity controller only 

deflects to about 11 degrees and does not saturate. Thus, there is more control authority on 

the rudder with the H-infinity control as the output (actual heading angle) tracked the 

desired heading angle closely. 
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5.5.3.2 Disturbances, random noise and rudder delay of 0.33s 

Simulated H-infinity and PID heading response from AutoROV 
(disturbances, noise and rudder delay of 0,33s are added) 
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Figure 5.16: Heading response when disturbances, noise and delay of 0.33s are added 

Current velocity disturbance, random noise and rudder delay of 0.33s were introduced in 

this simulation run and its result is shown figure 5.16 above. The PID control produced a 

± 2.5 degrees oscillation where as the H-infinity control produced a ± 5 degrees 

oscillation. The rudder command of tlie PID control is very noisy compared to the rudder 

command produced by the underwater vehicle with an H-infinity controller. In addition, 

the rudder of the PID control saturated at its maximum limit of 20 degrees. However, the 

rudder of the H-infinity control only deflected to an angle 11 degrees. Because the PID 

control produced larger rudder deflections, the heading response is faster and caused a 

larger overshoot of 4.6 degrees compared to the H-infinity controller with no overshoot. In 

a heading control, an overshoot can have serious implications as it can cause collision 

with, for example an underwater 'cliff or an iceberg if under ice. 
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5.5.3.3 Disturbances, random noise and rudder delay of 0.7s 

Simulated H-inflnity and PID heading response from AutoROV 
(disturbances, noise and rudder delay of 0.7s are added) 
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Figure 5.17: Heading response when disturbances, noise and delay of 0.7s are added 

This simulation was carried out to obtain the effect of a larger delay in the heading 

subsystem together with the effect of current velocity and the sensor random noise. Figure 

5.17 above shows the heading response of both PID and H-infinity controls. The effects 

are generally similar to simulation run 5.5.3.2 above but with larger overshoot. This is 

because the rudder delay introduced was larger than the one presented in figure 5.16. The 

rudder delay of 0.7s caused the PID control to produce an overshoot of 13 degrees. In 

comparison, the underwater vehicle with an H-infinity controller produced an overshoot of 

1.5 degrees. The PID control produced a noisy and saturated rudder command compared 

to the H-infinity control. The oscillation caused by the current velocity effects the PID and 

H-infinity controls by ± 2.5 degrees and ± 5 degrees, respectively. 
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5.5.3.4 Rudder delay of 0.33s and random noise 

Simulated H-infinity and PID heading response from AutoROV 
(noise and rudder delay of 0.33s are added) 
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Figure 5.18: Heading responses of PID and H-infinity with 0.33s rudder delay and noise 

Random noise and a rudder delay of 0.33s were added during the simulation run. The 

heading response from the PID control produces a noisy rudder command compared to the 

rudder command from the H-infinity controller. The rudder deflection operated by the PID 

control saturated at 20 degrees where as the rudder deflection produced by the H-infinity 

controller does not have this problem where it only deflects to an angle of 11 degrees. As 

a result of larger rudder deflection, the PID confrol produced a faster heading response 

compared to the H-infinity control. The disadvantage of having a fast response is an 

overshoot appears in the heading response when the rudder delay presents is large. The 

overshoot produced by the PID confrol above is about 5.5 degrees in angle compared to 

only about 1.1 degrees by the H-infinity confroller. Both PID and H-infinity confrollers 

produced similar settling time of 17s. 
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5.5.3.5 Rudder delay of 0.7s and random noise 

Simulated H-infintty and PID heading response from AutoROV 
(noise and rudder delay of 0.7s are added) 
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Figure 5.19: Heading responses of PID and H-inflnity with 0.7s rudder delay and noise 

Figure 5.19 shows the heading responses of simulated PID and H-infinity controllers. A 

rudder delay of 0.7s and random noise were introduced during the simulation run in 

AutoROV. As the previous simulation result in figure 5.18, the random noise introduced 

during the simulation run affects the heading response of the PID control and resulted in 

noisy rudder command as shown in figure 5.19 above. On the other hand, the presence of 

random noise during the simulation run has less significant effect on the underwater 

vehicle with the H-infinity controller. 

For the PID control, the rudder of the underwater vehicle saturated to 20 degrees, where as 

the rudder of the underwater vehicle with the H-infinity controller deflects to a maximum 

of 11 degrees. As a result, the PID produces faster heading response compared to the H-

infinity control. However, this resulted an overshoot of 14 degrees and 3 degrees for PID 
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and H-infmity controls, respectively. Due to a larger overshoot produced by the PID 

controller, the settling time is - 20 s. In comparison, the H-infinity controller results in a 

faster settling time, compared to PID control, of 17s. 

5.5.3.6 Feng Subzero non linear underwater vehicle simulation program 

A nonlinear underwater simulation program developed by Feng and Allen [24], was used 

in the following simulation. The objective was to observe how well the H-infinity 

controller copes with nonlinear behaviour of an underwater vehicle. The simulation 

program is programmed using SIMULINK/ MATLAB. It is based on an underwater 

vehicle, Subzero 11. The simulation program has no disturbances and no noise added. 

However, the reading for the heading subsystem only starts after 2 seconds of the 

simulation. This is to ensure that the vehicle is running constantly at 1.3 ms'\ 

Simulated H-infinity and PID heading response from Subzero simulation program by Feng 
[24] 
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Figure 5.20: Heading responses using a nonlinear underwater vehicle simulation program 
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The sampling time was set to 0.1s. The layout of the control systems to obtain both H-

infmity and PID heading responses are attached in Appendix 8.5 

The results of the simulation run are shown in figure 5.20. As can be seen, the PID control 

causes the rudder of the imderwater vehicle to deflect faster than that of the H-infinity 

control. The rudder deflection of the PID control and the H-infinity control are about 18 

degrees and 9 degrees, respectively. As a result, the PID control responded f^ter than the 

H-infinity control, but this caused a larger overshoot. The resulting overshoot for the PID 

control is 4.2 degrees while no overshoot was produced by the H-infinity heading 

controller. With the PID controller, it takes 30 s before the desired heading angle is 

attained. On the other hand, it takes only 15 s for the underwater vehicle with the H-

infmity controller to settle down to the desired heading angle. The result of each 

simulation run is summarised in Table 5 .2 below. 

PID control H-infinity control 

Neither rudder delay nor - Faster response - Rise time of 8.5s 

random noise is added - Rudder saturated at 20 - Rudder deflection of 11 

degrees degrees 

- Rise time of 4s 

Current velocity - Faster response - Rudder deflection of 11 

disturbance, rudder delay of - Rudder deflection of 20 degrees 

033s and random noise degrees (saturated) - No overshoot 

added (J. J. J. 2) - Overshoot of 4.6 degrees - Oscillation of ± 5 

- Oscillation of ± 2.5 degrees 

degrees 
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Current velocity 

disturbance, rudder delay of 

0.7s and random noise 

added (J. J. J. J) 

Faster response 

- Rudder deflection of 20 

degrees (saturated) 

- Overshoot of 13 degrees 

- Oscillation of ± 2.5 

degrees 

- Rudder deflection of 11 

degrees 

- Overshoot of 1.5 degrees 

- Oscillation of ± 5 

degrees 

Rudder delay of 0.33s and 

random noise added 

- Faster response 

- Rudder deflection of 20 

degrees (saturated) 

- Overshoot of 5.5 degrees 

- Settling time of 17 s 

- Rudder deflection of 11 

degrees 

- Overshoot of 1.1 degrees 

- Settling time of 17 s 

Rudder delay of 0.7s and 

random noise added 

- Faster response 

- Rudder deflection of 20 

degrees (saturated) 

- Overshoot of 14 degrees 

- Settling time of 20 s 

- Rudder deflection of 11 

degrees 

- Overshoot of 3 degrees 

- Settling time of 17 s 

Non linear simulation 

- Faster response 

- Rudder deflection of 18 

degrees 

- Overshoot of 4.2 degrees 

- Settling time of 30 s 

- Rudder deflection of 9 

degrees 

- No overshoot 

- Settling time of 15 s 

Table 5.2: Results of the simulation runs 
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5.5.4 Discussion/ analysis 

The results of robust analysis in section 5.4 show that the H-in&nity controller fiitGlled the 

closed loop objectives: disturbance rejection, noise attenuation, reference tracking and 

optimal control of the rudder. The control of the rudder is optimised when the controlling 

of the rudder is at its minimal level. 

From simulations 5.5.3.2 and 5.5.3.3, the gr^hs show that the underwater vehicle is 

affected by the sinusoidal water current velocity disturbance. As a result, an oscillatory 

motion of ± 5 degrees is produced. From figure 5.8, the H-infinity controller should reject 

any disturbances that may occur. Therefore, the closed loop objective on disturbance 

rejection is not achieved. This is because the experimental work by Lea [48] was carried 

out in a tank rather than the sea or a lake. Thus, very little or zero water current velocity is 

present. Hence, information on water current velocity disturbance is not available in the 

real data taken by Lea [48]. Furthermore, a water current disturbance model was not 

included during the design of the H-infinity heading controller. From the apphcations 

point of view, discussed in section 1.1.1, most of the AUVs are operated in the sea and at 

a depth where the effect of water current velocity is small. Water current velocity may 

only present problems during launching and when the AUV is approaching the surface of 

the sea after completing a mission. Therefore, it is not crucial for the H-infinity controller 

to have the abihty to reject the large water current velocity, in particular. In addition, 6om 

figures 5.16 and 5 .17, the sinusoidal water current velocity only caused an oscillation of ± 

5 degrees to the heading response of 77. The size of the water current oscillation 

in v4«^o7(OFis about 4 degrees. The heading response with only random noise and rudder 

delay added into the simulations can be observed in figure 5.18 and figure 5.19. 

Figure 5.9 indicates that the noise is guaranteed to be attenuated by the H-infmity 

controller. This is proved by the simulation results show in figure 5.16 - figure 5.19. It is 

seen that the rudder command produced by the underwater vehicle with an H-infmity 

controller is smaller and less noisy compared to the rudder command produced by the PID 

control. There&re, the H-infinity controller is able to attenuate sensor random noise 

efBciently. 
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manages to track the desired heading angles closely. From figure 5.15, it can be seen that 

the heading response of / / with an H-in6nity controller tracks the desired heading 

of 40 degrees closely. The time rise produced by the H-infinity control is 8.5 seconds. 

Thus, the reference tracking closed loop objective is fulfilled. 

The optimal control of the rudder is considered to be achieved if only a minimal effort is 

taken to control the rudder. From Ggure 5.11, it shows that the H-infinity control fulGlled 

the optimal control requirement as the singular value of the controller, is minimised 

at high 6equencies. In the simulation runs above (5.5.3.1 - 5.5.3.5), the maximum rudder 

deflection produced by the H-infinity control is - 11 degrees and resulted in a rise time of 

8.5 seconds. In comparison, the PID control managed to produce slightly f^ter rise time 

of 4 seconds, but the rudder saturated. Therefore, the H-infinity controller successfully 

controlled the rudder and avoided saturation. 

The requirement of the closed loop transfer function 7^ is also satisfied in figure 5.12. 

There&re, in general, the H-infinity controller designed is stable as shown in the 

simulation results in Ggures 5.15 to 5.19 and &om the tabulated results. This is proven 

when the designed H-infinity controller can withstand random noise and rudder delay well 

in comparison to the PID control. In addition, the H-infinity controller performed much 

better compared to the PID control, in the nonlinear underwater simulation as shown in 

figure 5.20 and 6om the tabulated results in table 5.2. 

From the result listed in Table 5.2, it can be concluded that the PID control produced a 

faster response in heading control. This is caused by the large rudder deflection which 

reaches its limit of 20 degrees. The deflection of the rudder is limited by the shaft for the 

propeller which passes through the rudder linkage. Although the rudder deflection &om 

the H-infinity control produced overshoot, no saturation was noticed. Another advantage 

from the H-infinity control is that the heading subsystem is insensitive to random noise as 

the signal of the rudder deflection seems to be 'c/eoM' 6om figure 5.16.and Ggure 5.17. 
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5.5.1 Possible errors in the design of the H-inflnity controller 

1) maccwmcy. 

2) /Maccwrafe ĝ/eĉ /oM fAg range This can lead to 

unnecessaiy noise amplification and poor stability margins [31]. 

3) fg/gcAoM q/̂ f/ze ofAg/" and As for a high 

pass filter shape might be more an accurate shape to obtain better control on the ruder. In 

addition, unmodelled dynamics of the linearised heading subsystem and other forms of 

uncertainties such as modelling error might not have been taken into account during the 

design of the H-infinity controller. 

4) There are some /ag This is reported by 

Lea [1]. There is difGculty in zeroing the &ns of the 5'w6zgm 77 and it was found that the 

accuracy was ± 1 degree. The return zero accuracy was ±2 degrees. The structure of the 

rudder is such that there are two rudder surfaces and they are linked together to form a 

single rudder. Due to this kind of structure, there is an offset (with respect to each other) 

of 5 degrees. This may af&ct the rudder deflection and thus the heading response. 

5.6 Conclusion 

From the analysis above, the differences in heading response between the H-infinity 

control and PID control have been examined. It was found that overshoots were produced 

when there is delay in the rudder positioning system of the underwater vehicle. However, 

the overshoot produced by the H-inftnity controller is smaller compared to the overshoots 

produced by the PID control. The underwater vehicle with an H-infinity heading controller 

is not affected by the random noise. In comparison, fluctuation is seen in the rudder 

deflection produced by the FID control. Although the H-infinity control produced an 

osciUatoiy motion of ± 5 degrees in response to the water current disturbance designed by 
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Lea [12], it does not afkct the whole AUV mission. It might only aHect the heading 

motion during launching and when the AUV is nearing the surface of the sea. Hence, the 

underwater vehicle with the H-infinity heading controller is more robust compared to the 

PID heading control when uncertainties such as, rudder delay and random noise are 

present. From above analysis and investigation, most of the closed loop objectives and 

other performance speciGcations listed ui section 5 .2 above were met. 

From the requirements listed in 5 .2 .4, most of the speciBcations have been achieved. From 

calculations performed below as well as 6om the simulated heading responses (figure 

5.16 and figure 5.17), it was found that the steady state error for the resulting H-inGnity 

heading controller with a step input is zero. This is of course below the desired 0.1 % 

limit. 

From [37], the steady state error, is expressed as 

g. = limg(0 = (5^2) 
f—̂00 

, where is the inverse Laplace transform. After transformation, expression (5.22) 

becomes 

= lim ̂ (0 = lim j:;6'(ĵ ) (5.23) 
/—KO J—^0 
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Figure 5.21: A single input — single output (SISO) feedback control system 

From Ggiire 5.21, the error signal, can be expressed as 

E(^) = where ) = — (±e desired input) and ̂ 4 is the magnitude for the 
1 + G(f)^(^) f 

step input. Substitute into expression 5 .23, the steady state error becomes 

™'^1 + G(^)^(^) 

The error signal was calculated in MATLAB robust control toolbox and it was then 

substitute into expression 5.23. The resulting steady state is as below. 

10 2.839g^) 

/ ' + . . . + 1.307e'') 

0 

A g(oo) = lim 
j'" 

K andv4is 40degrees 
1.307g 

e(oo) = 0 

From table 5.2, the overshoots produced by the H-infnity control is smaller compared to 

the PID control, when uncertainties such as rudder delay are present. 
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From the robust analysis above, all of the closed loop objectives: disturbance rejection, 

noise attenuation, reference tracking and optimal control for the rudder were met. These 

are show in figures 5.8-5.11. However, the results of the simulated heading response in 

figures 5.16 and 5.17 do not show that the H-infinity controUer is able to reject the current 

velocity disturbances introduced during the simulation runs. This is because inappropriate 

data were used to 6nd the bandwidth of the disturbances and a water current disturbance 

model was not included during the design of the H-infinity heading controller, as 

discussed in section 5.5.4. The requirement for a stable H-infmity controller is fiilGlled 

where || 7^ Hm < 1, as shown in figure 5.12. As a result, the H-infinity heading controller 

managed to withstand the presence of random noise in the system. This is shown by the 

simulation results in figures 5.15 - 5.19. The H-infmity controller performed very well 

even with a full nonlinear behaving underwater vehicle simulation as shown in Ggure 

5.20. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions to date and 
Recommendation for 
further work 

6.1 Conclusions to date 

6.1.1 H-infmity control 

Advantages of using the H-inGnity control technique 

1) By definition, the H-infinity technique involves minimising the infinity norm of a 

transfer function, which is denoted as min || ||oo. In a single input- single ou^ut 

(SISO) system, the H-infinity norm is simply the maximum value of the 6equency 

response gain. For example, the robust stability 6)r a SISO system is achieved when 

II 7 ( f ) l l o o < 1. Therefore, the robust stability for the SISO system can be obtained by 

minimising the infinity norm of maximum gain of below 1. 

2) The objectives and limitations such as minimum steady state error and closed loop 

bandwidth of a design can be specified through weighting functions incorporated 

into the design. 

3) Uncertainty models can be included into the H-infinity control design to increase the 

robustness of the resulting controllers. This is to compensate with errors in modeling as 

well as external uncertainties such as disturbances and noise. 
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Some lessons &om using the H-in6nity design 

1) There is a need to understand fully the theory to effectively design and analyse 

controllers. 

2) The difRcult part of the design cycle is to choose the weighting functions. This 

becomes easier through experience and good understanding of the hmitations of the 

system design. 

3) The resulting controller may have a large number of states. This is due to the 

augmentation of the model and weighting functions during the design stage. Therefore, 

the controller needs good model reduction techniques to reduce the order. 

4) It is impractical to force the singular value, crbelow unity for all frequencies, by tuning 

the weighting functions. Thus, it can be a tedious iteration process. 

6.1.2 Robust analysis 

Several analyses were carried out using the MATLAB robust control toolbox on the 

robustness of the H-infinity controller designed. There are several closed loop objectives 

to be fulfilled in order to obtain a robust system. They are disturbance rejection, noise 

attenuation, reference tracking and optimal control of the actuator. From the analyses 

performed, all of the closed loop objectives are successfully achieved. 
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6.1.3 Simulated heading response 

The heading responses obtained using the H-infinity controller were quite similar to those 

obtained using the PID controller. The PID controller was designed by Lea [1]. With the 

presence of uncertainties such as rudder delay and noise, however, the underwater vehicle 

with the PID controller was less stable. 

1) The rise time produced by the H-infinity controller was slower than the rise time 

produced by the PID controller. No saturation is observed on the rudder command 

produced by the H-infmity control, while the rudder cormnand of the PID control 

experienced a saturation problem. The saturation problem experienced with PID control 

does not happen in the simulation package designed by Feng [47]. Therefore, the anti-

windup integrator used in the heading subsystem in by Lea [1], failed to 

prevent the saturation problem for the PID heading controller. 

2) The H-in6nity control withstood the presence of random noise introduced during the 

simulation runs inv4w^oj(OKvery well in comparison to the PID control. 

3) The size of overshoot from the H-infinity control was smaller compared to the 

overshoots produced by tbe underwater vehicle with the PID controller. 

4) The sinusoidal water current velocity introduced during the simulation caused an 

oscillatory motion with both controllers. A water current disturbance model was not 

included during the design of the H-infinity heading controller. Therefore, the H-infinity 

heading controller was not expected to withstand the water current disturbance added in 

the simulation runs 5.5.3.2 and 5.5.3.3. In addition, the experimental data used to obtain 

the bandwidth of disturbance for the H-infinity control is not appropriate. This is because 

the underwater vehicle was tested in a tank which have practically zero or very httle 

water current velocity. 

5) The underwater vehicle with the H-infinity control copes very well with modelled 

nonlinear behaviour, compared to the PID control. 
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In general, the H-mfmity control is more stable and robust. A summary of the heading 

performance of both H-inGnity and PID controllers are tabulated below. 

H-mfmity control PID control 

1) Insensitive to random noise 

2) Lower rudder deflection produced lower 

overshoot 

1) Fast response but as a result, an 

overshoot is produced 

Table 6.1: Summary of the simulated heading performance and robustness for the H-infinity and the 
PID controls 

6.2 Further work 

From the above discussion, several areas of further work can be suggested 

1) To carry out several experimental tests with the resulting H-infinity controller (5.15) 

using the underwater vehicle, The H-in6nity heading controller was designed 

based on data obtained from heading control experimental work but the tests were carried 

out in tank. Therefore, it is preferable that future heading control tests are carried out in 

tank rather than, for example, in a lake. This would facilitate validation of the simulated 

heading responses in simulation runs 5.5.3.4 and 5.5.3.5, without the presence of water 

current velocity disturbances. It is expected that the ogerimental responses will be close 

to the simulated results. 

2) To obtain the bandwidth of the water current velocity disturbance from real data. This 

information is then used in the performance weighting function, for designing an 

H-infinity controller to ensure that the controller can withstand any such disturbances 

present. 
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3) To obtain information on the yaw disturbance from real data and to include this 

information in the control weighting function, For course-keeping, it is required 

that the modiSed control weighting fimction has a high pass Glter shape [10]. This is to 

have a high magnitude of the control sensitivity function, at the low frequency for 

maximum rudder confrol action and a low magnitude of the control sensitivity function at 

the high frequency for minimum rudder confrol action, so that A 

maximum rudder control action at the low frequencies is needed to attenuate the yaw 

disturbances while a minimum rudder control action at the high frequencies is required to 

prevent saturation. 

4) To increase the robustness of the heading control subsystem by including a model of 

uncertainties such as noise and external wave disturbance, in the design of the H-infinity 

confrol. If an uncertainty is added in the plant, another additional two closed loop 

objectives can be determined [31]. There are: 

a) Robust stabihty when there is an additive uncertainty: small or 

minimised 

b) Robust stability when there is a multiplicative uncertainty: ^(r(j^)) small or 

minimised 

A brief description on uncertainty can be found in Appendix 8.7. Detailed explanation on 

uncertainty is discussed in [31]. 

5) Consider model reduction and ordered balanced realisation fr)r H-infinity confroUers 

so as to maximise the performance [43]. The order of the current H-infinity controller, 

shown in expression (5.15) may be high. This is due to the augmentation process between 

the weighting function and the plant dynamics. Therefore, it is advisable to keep the order 

of the weighting functions as low as possible, but it is sometimes difRcult because of the 

complex nature of the system and its environment. Alternatively, a mocfeZ rec&cfzon 

is used to lower the order of the confroller designed. With 
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k enaoes dwt con&oHer zmd the a ^ tx#h con&oUd^^ and 

observable. This is done by eliminating the unwanted states. In addition, it is important to 

make sure that the reduced-order model is similar or almost similar to the original model. 

A brief explanation and some examples of model reduction as well as order balanced 

realization can be obtained in [43]. 

6) To design H-infinity controllers for the depth and speed subsystems, based on real data 

obtained by Lea [48]. Then, all three subsystems: speed, heading and depth, should be 

coupled as a multiple input - multiple output (MIMO) system. 
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Equation of motions (Six Degrees of Freedom) 

The nonlinear equation of motions for an underwater vehicle is given below (8.1) 

(8.6) as in Lea [1]. The definition of the variables are listed in Table A. 

The equation of motion for surge: 

W + = /7,4 

+ Z - ( f F - g ) s i n ^ 

+ m[vr - + Xg (gr̂  + r^) -

(8.1) 
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The equation of motion for sway: 

2 V y 
v - l p + l 

2 

2 
+ —/^ 

y ppp|pl+y mm 

y rWA'+y ;,wp+y 

Y' u^ + y vUV+ Y wvV 

+ -^/^y &w"& + (fF-^)cos6'sin(!) 

" 4 f v + (^ + 2 

+ 7M[w{p-«/' + }'g(r^ + /)^)-ZQg'r-XGgp] 

The equation of motion for heave: 

2 V 

(8.2) 

2 

P_ 
2 

Z ,wgr + Z ypvp 

Z uuU + Z wUw 

Z' tU I w I +Z WW I w^fv + w 

+ ̂ / " Z &w"& + (fF-^)C0S^C0S(!) 

p 
Q j% X;c)(i4/ - xgr)^(w - + (v + xr)^ak 

+ 7M|wg-yp + ZG(/;^ +gr^)-XG/y-}'G7'gr] 

(8.3) 
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The equation of motion for roll 

— I ynZfj + K V 
/ 

P 

y V 2 

AT + AT p I I 
2 

+ J^/4 A" pwp + AT rWf + 

K uuU + K vruv 

The equation of motion for pitch 

2 

+ (}'G^-)^g^)COS^Sin^ + yZ^Ar r̂qpM̂  

- (4 - 4 k / " + - ( / " ' - 9 ' 

+ (wgr - yp) - Zg (;i^ + wr)] 

(8.4) 

TMZgW 
^ P A ' ^ + —/ M « 

G 2 V 

w —7 ,̂̂  + 1 7̂  — g 

J 

+ ^ / 
2 

A<f uu u + h/[ w xvw + Kd wwR w^Jv H" w 

+ w*U I W I +M WW I wVv^~+^M^ I + SsU^SS 

+ f C j )/(x)(w - %g)V(^ - + (v + 

- - ;Cg )̂ cos ̂  cos ̂  sin ̂  

- ( 4 

- 7M[zG (w/Qf - vr) + Xg (wgr - yp)] 

(8.5) 
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The equation of motion for yaw: 

\ 2 y 2 

2 2 

+ —/^ 

p. 

A/̂  f rW/ 

/ / + # yWV + 7\̂  

2 

P. Q L "" W(v + ()V - xg') ̂  + (v + XA-) ̂  X(& 

- ( % ^ - Aig ̂ ) cos ̂  sin ̂  + - yg^) sin ̂  

- (/^ - 4 W + - (9^ -

+ /»[xG (ity - wr) - jKo (v/- - #'9')] 

(8.6) 

Zwf q/" var/aA/gĵ  

/ 

P 

-̂ G, % 

U 

P 

q 

r 
& 

& 

Mass of the vehicle (kg) 

Length of the vehicle (m) 

Water density (kgm'^) - 1000 kgm'^ 

Position of the vehicle's center of mass 

Velocity of the vehicle in the local ;c-axis 
or surge speed (ms ') 

Velocity of the vehicle in the local _y-axis 
or sway speed (ms"^) 

Velocity of Ae vehicle in the local z-axis 
or heave speed (ms"^) 

Roll rate (rads ') 

Pitch rate (rads'^) 

Yaw rate (rads'^) 

Rudder deflection (rad) 

Stemplane deflection (rad) 
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fF Weight of the vehicle (N) 

B Buoyancy of the vehicle (]\f) 

Thrust produced by the propeller (N) 

^ Vehicle global roll angle (rad) 

^ Vehicle global yavy angle (rad) 

^ Vehicle global pitch angle (rad) 

7) Z Forces in the local jc-,)/-, z-axes of the 
vehicle, respectively 

M ^ Moment about the local A:- ,z-axes of 
the vehicle, respectively 

^ Moment of inertia about the local ;c-, y-, 

z-axes of the vehicle, respectively 

C/ Sideways drag coefGcient of the vehicle 

Diameter of the vehicle at a distance 
from tail to nose 

^ An example of a non dimensional 
hydrodynamics coefficient. It represents 
the partial derivative of the 
hydrodynamic force in the X direction 
with respect to the roll rate (p) and the 
pitch rate (ĝ ). 

Table A: List of variables for the nonlinear equation of motions 

8.2 Solutions to H-infinity control: 
State Space solution /Riccati Equation solution 

The system is assumed to be stable and G(s) has the state space reahsation 

A B 

0 J A matrix called the Hamiltonion matrix is used to obtain the solutions to 

the Riccati Equation 6om its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The Riccati equation is a 
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first order, nonlinear differential equation and it is solved by numerical methods. The 

solution is a matrix rather than a vector. Further explanation on the Riccati equation 

can be found in [30], [31]. 

The Hamiltonion matrix is denoted as H and is represented by: 

H = 
7^ 

Elements ̂ 4, .8 and C are taken from state space equivalent of G(ĵ ) above. If there are 

no eigenvalues, on the imaginary axis then the condition is stable and f 

and are the eigenvectors andv^i must be a square matrix. The corresponding 

is f f + C^C = 0. In the case of H-infinity control law, the 

above state space G(ĵ ) is replaced by the augmented plant, f (ĵ ). The matrix f (^) has 

the form of 

r A B, B 2 I 
p = C, Dn 

1^2 D21 ^22/ 

To calculate the infmity norm, the Hamiltonion matrix, H is employed to approximate 

the solution to multivariable systems. (If H does not have any imaginary eigenvalues, 

then II G ||oo < For the H-inftnity design problem, two Hamiltonion matrices are 

used:-

A 
1-"1 -^2^2 

T 
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— A 

(8.7) 

As mentioned above, the Hamiltonion matices above are used to find the solutions for 

the Riccati equations. and are the combined eigenvectors of and Hfoo. A 

stability condition exists if there are no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis such that 

^ and ^ are the eigenvectors and must be a square matrix. The 

corresponding Riccati equations for the above matices are 

(8.8) 

(Y"̂  C/Ci - Cz^Cz) fa, + = 0 

(8.9) 

In practice, it is often sufficient to have an sub-optimal controller. With this, let ;6,in 

be the minimum value of the transfer function over all stabilising controllers Ar(ĵ ), such 

that II 7^ ||oo < y if and only if the three conditions are met simultaneously. This is 

solved by reducing iteratively. There exists a stabilising controller if and only if the 

three conditions below are met simultaneously: 

a) h 0 is a solution to (8.8) 

91 < 0; for all the real (%) part of ; ^ eigenvalue A. 

(8.10) 
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b) 7%, > 0 is a solution to (8.9) 

91 i i Ci^Ci - C2^C2)] < O; for all the real (%) part of z eigenvalue A, . th 

c) W < where /) is the spectral radius or the largest eigenvalue 

From this the controller gain can be represented as 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

& 0 
(8.13) 

where = ( /- ;" '%^co)" ' (^Q^) andCk= 

In [31], it is represented as 

0 I - B / X ^ 

C, I 0 

The summary for above solution:-

1) The augmented plant f(j^) G-om the plant dynamics G(ĵ ) and weighting 

functions f^j-) are obtained. 

2) Matrices (8.7) are obtained. 

3) Their respective eigenvalues and eigenvectors are found. 

4) From the eigenvectors, the combined eigenvectors and are computed. 

5) The solutions to and 7.0 are validated by (8.8) and (8.9). 

6) A stabilising H-inGnity controller is obtained by satisfying requirements (8.10), 

(8.11) and (8.12). 
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Procedure to obtain a stabilising H-infrnity controller:-

1) The controller A (̂s) is found by using (8.13). For the H2 problem, 00. 

2) II 7 ^ I i s computed which in turn, gives the %pper bound. 

3) The ;<-iteration process is performed. 

4) The ;K,pt is substituted to ^(s) in (8.13) to obtain the stabilising controller. 

The stabilising controller can also be obtained from the frequency domain. The 

procedure is explained in detail in [31]. 

8.3: MATLAB Program H-infinity heading control 

This is the program used to compute the H-infmity heading controller for the 

underwater vehicle model, There are few stages in the process of designing 

the H-infinity heading controller. They are: -

1) The plant dynamics and the corresponding weighting fimction are assigned. 

2) If the plant dynamics has poles or zeros on the imaginary axis (/ o), the bilinear 

shifting axis transformation is employed. 

3) The plant and weighting functions are augmented. 

4) The H-infinity controller is computed. 

5) If any poles or zeros of the plant was shifted earlier, the inverse bilinear 

shifting axis transformation is employed to the poles or zeros of the H-in6nity 

controller. 

The expression for the steady state error in section 5.6 is also computed and different 

types of plots (Ggures 5.7 - 5.14) are displayed. Further explanation for the design of 

the heading H-infmity controller is discussed in chapter 5. The MATLAB robust 

control toolbox represents system matrices into a single MATLAB variable using the 

command '/wAayf'. The full program listing to compute the heading H-infinity 

controller is listed below. 
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%%% 

clear all 
GiOSî oll" 

%%% Assigning the transfer function for the plant dynamics and rudder dynamics 

%no=[-14.1 -20.95];do=[l 10 78 15.17 0]; 

% ybr rAe n/dcfgr rj^=0.P/^7.6^^/^+ 7.6^y 
%al=[0.9*7.69];dl=[l 7.69]; 

% /wMĈ OMybr fAg * n/c&feT" Gr(^ 
ng-f-97.59 -145];dg={l 18.47 98.07 116.7 0]; 
n=iig; 
d=dg; 

%co»verf Âe /wMcf/on, apace r̂ ygfgM âffOM 
[ag,bg,cg,dg]=tf2ss(n,d); 

a ̂ o/e q/"lAg 0 fo - 0.7 Ky/Mg zAe 6f/mgar mrw fran^MMaAoM 
[agO,bg,cg,dg]=bilm(ag,bg,cg,dg, 1,'SAJw', [inf;-0.1]); 

/MafMcgf (kacnAzMg a jy.yfg7M ;»fo a jmg/g M42%A8 mMaZ'/g 
ssg=mksys(agO,bg,Gg,(%); 

fgy-AfTMamcg wgyeM/mg + 1 
_ ^ lO^ + l e ' 

wl=tf([[(l/0.31)/l 0^(5/20) 1]],[[(1/0.31) 10^(.100/20)]]); 

% r r a M ^ / - C o » A - o / wg/gAAMg/wicAoM, 

w2=tf([l],[l]); 

% TrOM /̂"ji/MCAOM T̂ oAwffMĝ j: Wg/gAAMg/WMCAOM, 

M=600; %AzgA^ggweng; gain 
As=0.00001; Zow^ggwgncy gam 
wbT=6; %6aWw;(ffA 7 ^ 

% r o a 2 W orgfgr yi/MCffOM /or (a): ^ ^ 0.06325a + 0.001 
0.001667f^ +0.8165a+ 100 

w3a=[l/sqrt(M) wbT]; 
w3ii=coiiv(w3a,w3a); 
w3b=[l wbT*sqrt(As)]; 
w3d=coiiv(w3b,w3b); 
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w3=tf([w3d],[w3n]); orc&r 

/?rocggf 

% owgmeMWoM q /" fAeGr(%) OMcf o/Z fAe we;gA(iMgywMcAoMa 
TSS=augtf(ssg,wl,w2,w3); 

% co;?^fe fAg coM(ro//gr <%) aW 7^ wfmg fAe 7/-//^/%/^ confro/ /ow. 
% 2%e vanaA/gf arg 7'̂ /-gfgMfg<̂  6)/ a ĵ mg/g vona /̂g." and facZ 
[ssGp,sscl]=hinf(TSS); 

% /Ag TT̂ f/̂ MfYy coMfro//gr M ŷfafg apacg r^rgf gM&fOoM 
[acp,bcp,ccp,dcp]=bra]ich(sscp); 

% aAî  fAg rgaw/f;Mg^o/g q/̂ fAg coMfroZ wa/ng mvgMg Af/wea/-
[aq),bcp,ccp,dcp]=bilm(acp,bcp,ccp,dcp,-l,'SAJw', [in^-0.1]) 

% coMvgrf fAg coM/ro//gr̂ OTM fAg ^fafg apacg r̂ rg^gMfoAoM fo (roM̂ r/WMCOOM 
[iiuml,deal]=ss2tf(acp,bcp,ccp,dcp); 

% fAg coMfro//gr m fra/t^r/wMcfzoM 
k=tf([numl],[denl]) 

% (fwcrgfwgd fAg coMAMWowj; coMfroZ/gr wfmg fAg rzwffn (@f//Mgo?)) o;py)mjcf/Ma/;oM 
%7MgfAo(f w/ffA ff/Mg fom^AMg q/"0.7^ 

kd=c2d(k,0.1/tiistin') 

%%% Compute the singular value of (closed loop transfer function) 

% fo crgafg a /ogonfA/M Aonzomfa/ m;w^om 70"̂  fo 70" 
w = logspace(-3,3); 

% fAg 7]n, fM fAg ^fafg jyacg z-̂ -̂gaygMfaf/oM 
[acl,bcl,ccl,dcl]=bTaiich(sscl); 

% fo oAfa/M fAg ffngw/w Wwg q/̂ Tĵ , 
svtt = sigma(acl,bGl,ccl,dcl,l,w) 

% ffMgw/a/" Wwg q/'Tzw;« dB ^grffca/ 
svtt = 20*logl0(svtt); 

%%% Steady state error (refer section 5.6 for a brief explanation on steady state error) 

% p/oMf G/W ;» fraMf̂ ?" /wncffoM /0MM 
er-m:[n],[d]); 

wAgfg w fAg g/Tor f/gMo/, fAg ak^frgd zMpwf «gMa/, 
M fAg /)/aMf Gr(^ ofW iy fAg Tf-f/^Mffy Aga<̂ fMg coMfro//gr 

G=gr*k; % qpgn foqp 
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G2=(l+G); 

M a f o W M aa ^ / J , /̂Z O/j. 7%er^rg g 
eq'waAoM oAove ^ecome^ ow 6g/ow, 7/|(/+G^ 
E=l/G2 

%%% f/ofy 

% Individual W(s) 

% f/or f ĝ MMOMCg Wg/g/zAMg/WMCAOM 

figure 
subplot(2,2,l) 
bodemag(w 1,(1 Oe-3,1 Oe3}) 

% f/o/ CoMfro/ wgfgAff«ĝ MCf;oM 

subplot(2,2,2) 
bodemag(w2, {1 Oe-3,1 Oe3 }) 

subplot(2,2,3) 

bodemag(w3, {1 Oe-3,10e3 }) 

% Plot of the open loop G(s)K(s) 

Ggure 
bodemag(G,{ 10e-3,10e3}) 

title('open loop GK') 

% Inequalities 

S=l/(1+G); % 5'g?M;Yh'7fy/wMcAoM 6"^ 
T=0/(1+G); % Co/?̂ /g/MgMfa/y f g / w f ^ m ( y 7 ) % ) 
R=k/(1+G); % CoMfT-o/ agMfif/v/Yy/wMCf/oM 

figure 
bodemag(S,'b:') 
hold on 
bodemag(l/wl, {lOe-4,10e2}) 
hold off 
tideCS < I/wl') 
xlabel('6equeiicy (rad/s)') 
ylabel('magmtude (dB)') 
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Ggure 
bodemagCR,!):') 
hold on 
bodemag( l/w2, {1 Oe-4,1 Oe2 }) 
hold off 
titleCR < l/w2') 
xlabelC&equency (rad/s)') 
ylabelCmagnitude (dB)') 
% 

Ggure 
bodemagCT,!):') 
hold on 
bodemag(l/w3,{10e-4,10e2}) 
hold ofF 
title(T < l/wS") 
xlabelC&equency (rad/s)') 
ylabel('magmtude (dB)') 

figure 
wg=logspace(-2,1,1000); 
[mag,phase,wg]=bode(G); 
inargin(inag,phase,wg) 

figure 
[niag2,phase2,wg]=bode(gr); 
margiii(inag2,phase2,wg) 

% the H-infinity heading controller 

Sgure 
bod«nag(k,{10e-4,10e2}) 

% the singular value of the closed loop transfer function 

Ggure 
semilogx(w,svtt(l,:)) 
title('Cost Function Tzw') 
xlabelCRad/Sec') 
ylabel('db') 
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8.4 Frequency response for heading error 

8.4.1 Data cOJ and 

The data and were obtained from the Haslar tank test by Lea [48]. 

38.4 38.9 39.9 
39 39.1 40.2 

39.5 39.1 39.6 39.9 
40 38.7 39.6 39.7 
39.9 38.7 39.5 39.7 
40.1 38.4 39.5 39.3 
39.9 37.7 39 40.2 
39.5 37.7 39.1 40.1 
39.4 37.9 39.4 39.7 
39.2 38.2 40.1 39.8 
39.9 38.6 40.2 39.1 
40.2 40 40 39.4 
40.6 41.2 39.9 39.8 
40.3 38.7 39.6 39.7 
40.2 38.7 39 39.6 
39.7 38.3 39.8 38.8 
39.5 38.4 40.1 39.1 
39.9 38.3 40.2 39.3 
40 38.3 39.7 
39.8 38.6 39.6 
40.2 39 39.2 
40 38.6 39.8 
40.3 38.5 40 
39.8 38.7 39.9 
39.2 38.7 40 
41.3 38.6 39.5 
39.6 38.7 39.6 
39.9 39.4 39.8 
39.8 39.2 40 
39.8 39.1 40.3 
39.9 39.1 40.5 
40.1 38.6 39.8 
39.9 38.6 39.4 
39.2 38.9 39.7 
39.4 39.2 40.4 
39.3 39.4 40.4 
39.2 39.3 40.6 
39.6 38.8 39.7 
39.8 38.7 39.8 
39.1 39 39.7 
39 39.7 40.2 
38.8 39.7 40.2 
38.8 39.3 40.1 
38.2 39 39.7 
38.7 39.2 39.8 
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% diafa 57.1 
5&5 

7&5 651 
592 62 8 
5&1 67^ 
649 596 
7&2 6&2 
6&9 65 3 
6^9 644 
726 66 
678 62 8 
65 675 
6%7 66 
604 66 
66 717 
632 673 
618 65J 
6L3 69J 
607 6&5 
63J 672 
&L2 65 9 
582 7L5 
5&I 7&6 
616 699 
634 7&4 
564 68 1 
6L8 69 
629 68 
6Z6 697 
65J 67 
63 668 
62.4 76.8 
5&6 652 
62 704 
<54.5 irO.6 
60.9 59.4 
623 653 
6L6 624 
5%6 7&8 
573 66 1 
6&8 7&1 
5&6 627 
6L8 65 9 
565 63 5 
5&8 63 5 
61 60 8 
632 62 
5&8 644 
604 
582 
63 1 
63^ 
602 
65 1 
631 
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8.4.2 MATLAB Program: Frequency response for heading error 

This program is used to obtain the frequency response for the relative heading error of 

data and The fast Fourier transform method was used to transform these data 

from time domain to frequency domain. A sampling frequency of 10 Hz was used and 

the reasons of using 10 Hz as the sampling frequency are given in section 5.3.3. Some 

considerations were taken into account to the output of the fast Fourier transform. The 

absolute value was taken and the data were normalised. Only half of the data were 

taken initially because the data produced after FFT is symmetrical. The data was later 

multiplied by two to retain the symmetrical property of the original data. However, the 

first point (1) which is the DC component and the Nyquists frequency component 

(M2) are unique and doubling these points were not required. 

There are two subprograms to calculate the frequency response of data, PlotFFT and 

a j ) dft. PlotFFT was taken from the MATLAB mathworks website where as a_p dft 

was designed by Dr. Antonio de Stefianos. Both subprograms produced similar 

&equency response result as shown in figures 5.5 and 5.6. Both subprograms were 

listed in the main program. 

clear all 
close all 

% 7. 
hm= []; 

% diafa. 27. /by c07 and 77.87 degyeef /or diafa 
hd = []; 

% f Z i y 27. <̂7 degregfdiafa c07 oW 77.&7 degrggf ybr (jiafa c02. Co/WMOMd M 
% OM ybr ddfa c07 
hm(:)=hm(:) - 21.67; 

% AeagBMg error, Ag - /Mg<zywrg<3f Agocfmg - d^/rg^f AgWmg 
he = hm-hd; 

% rg/afh;g AgW/Mg grror, Ar= 77go<̂ mg grror / dg<yfrg(f AgodfMg 
hr = he/hd; 

% ĝg'wgMcy q/'70 77z 
fs=10; 
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%.ywaMf ô ẑ g awAprngrafM 7. f/ofFPT 

%%% ^oyMMX71L4B^gcAM/ca/«ofej: %%% 

% fo ô ôfM fAĝ ggwgMcy rgapo/we ybr fAe Aaatf/Mg gn-or. ^ g Ag/owyor fAg fwZ^rogram 7 

PlotFFr(hr,fs); 

%%% ;)/o(y %%% 

% ̂ ggugMf); fM ygfifaM pgr j'gcoMdk 
w=2*pi*f; 

Ggure 

% fo ca/cw/afg fAg )Ma%;/MW7M va/wgM^Tm (jgcf6g/a 
MX_db=20*logl0(MX); 

% p/of ̂ gwrg MY vgr̂ zi; ̂ ggwgMfy 
plot(w,MX_db) 

% fo ŵyg fwZ r̂ogrwM 2." a 

% MwmAgr ofpofMty, TV̂  or /gn/̂ A of(AzAz 
%N=1024; 

%4=/MagM;fWg q/"fAg^ ow$)uf, f7!//=pAayg q/"̂ Ag ̂  ow(pwf, /= ̂ ggwgMcy vgcfor 
%[A,PHI,q=a_p_dA(hr,fs,N); 

% magnifWe q/'Ar m dB 
%X=20*log]0((A)); 

% yrg^wg/ig/ vgcfor /» ro<% 
%f=:2*pi*f; 

9^/of (fiagroTM mogMifwdg vgrfwa yrĝ wgwcy (radE^ 
%plot(f;(X)) 

6'wZ r̂ogra/M 7 

This program listing is taken from MATLAB technical notes website. It was derived from 

Technical Note 1702. For further detail on the structural comments of the program listing, 

please refer to http ://www mAfh works. com/support/tech-notes/v5/1700/1702. Atml. For 

simplicity, the program listing is attached below. Instead of using the length of the data (length 

x) and zero padding for sampling &om the ohgina] program lisdng, I have given a frxed 

number of points used for sampling, NFFT = 1024. This is to improve the approximation from 
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the continuous data to the digitised data. For normalisation, I have divided the magnitude oihr 

(MX) with the number of points NFFT = 1024. While the original program listing divides the 

magnitude of x data by the length of x data. 

Amctioii PlotFFr(x,Fs); 

% PLOTFFT: f (Ag FFT a gzgnaA (aAes as orgwrnenk (Ag s/gMo/ aW (Ae 
a W f A e w a w m i j b w . 

% PlotFFT(x,Fs): f Zofiy Âe /MagwfWg fAg fAe f/gwa/ z w/ffA fk 

Fn=Fs/2; 

%iiumber of points for sampling. Use zero padding if not in power of 2, (2^ 
%NFFr=2./'(ceil(logClength(x))/log(2))); 

^g/yg Axĝ f MWTMAgf o f / b f WJfMg Âg oAoVg CO/MfMaW 
NFFr=1024; 

% T o A e w f ^ A zgmf, /gMgfA^P7^T^==jVEPT 
FF'I%=m(x,NFFr); 
NumUniquePts = ceil((NFFT+l)/2); 

M ayTMyMgA-ic, rAyow ^gcoW Aa^ 
FFTX=FFTX(l:NmnUniqiiePts); 

% Tbtg magM/rwcfg q/% 
MX=abs(FFTX); 

% 6)/ 2 fo mfo accowMf ^AgfAaf wg Ârgw owf j:gcoM(f Aay^q/̂ f7\7%a6ovg 
MX=MX*2; 

%%% v4ccowM̂  ybf g/K^mf wM/gwgMgff 
%Z)C C0/?̂ 0MgMf q/̂ Af 
MX(l)=MX(l)/2; 

ĝgwgMĈ  co/?̂ OMg«f q/̂ Ar 
MX(length(MX))=MX(length(MX))/2; 

% A?iow 7VFFT ;& gven. ^cafg (Ag FFT ao (Aaf zf» nof â imcOoM q/̂ (Ag kmgtA q/"%. 
%MX=MX/leiigth(x); 

% MOMMoAaaAoM 
MX=MX/NFFT; 

% ̂ ggwgMcy vgĉ or 
f=(0:NumUniquePts-l)*2*Fn/NFFT; 

%D/of vg/vwa ĝowgMcy 
pIotC^MX); 
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funcdon [A,PHI,g=a_p_dft(x,fs,N); 
% ca/cw/afe fAe af?̂ Afw<je OMff/̂ Aayg fMO) q/̂ Âg fow/ve/- q/'jt. 
% M fgaZ, OM(y rAg /PO f̂V/vĝ ĝ wgrnc/gji wz7/ Ag grvgw 

% M̂WTMAgr q/̂ orgw/MgMf w 2 (1i. g wofAmg o&ĵ fgMgcfJVj) fAe» # w foAgw ay /gMg(A(5̂ . 
if nargin=2 
N=leiigtli(x); 
end 

d<3̂ a X 
X=m(x,N); 

% fAg w/Ao/g #pofM(:y dIara/ZgMgfA 
MO.N-l]*fs/N; 

%F;W mc&cĝ  q̂ MOMzgro g/g/MgM(y 
i=6id(f>fs/2); 

'̂Mggafryg ̂ g^wgnc/ga /-gg/on' 
f(i)=j^i)-fs; 

[^i]=soit(f); %5'or̂  in oacgWiMg OMkr 
Xl=X(i); 

if sum(imag(x).^2)>0 
disp(WARMNG: complex x') 

else % rea/X o«/y /̂ OA/Avg ̂ gg'wg«c;gA 
f0=find(f==0); 
X2=Xl(fO-l:-l: 1); % ggf rAg nggaAvg Aa(̂ q/̂ Âg jpgcAi/m 
Xl=Xl(fO:lengdi(Xl)); % ggf a// fAg/)ô ;Yfvĝ ggwgMCfĝ  
Xl(2:leiigtli(X2)+l)=Xl(2:leagtli(X2)+l)+Goiij(X2); % oe&f fAg wggafh'g oW/̂ oa/fh/g 

ĝgwgMcy coŵ oMgMfl; 

f=f(fO:lengtli(f)); % gĝ  a// fAg /POffOvĝ ggwgMg/ga 
end; 

A=abs(Xl)/N: %M0/7Ma/Mg 6y f/va/ug ofA^ w ervgn 
PHI=angle(Xl); 

% keyboard 
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8.5 AfAzgro i f simulation layout 

The layout of the block diagram used in 7/ nonlinear underwater vehicle 

simulation program [47] is presented in this section. Layout for both H-infmity and 

PID controls are shown in the following diagrams. 

8.5.1: The set up for the H-infinity control 

8.5.2: The layout for the PID control 

In general, there are three subsystems in both layouts. The three subsystems are: speed 

control, heading control and depth control. Each of the layout can be illustrated as the 

block diagram shown below in figure A. 

Speed 
control 

Depth 
control 

Nonlinear 
model of 

Figure A: General block diagram for Subzero II simulation program 

Both layouts presented in 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 are almost similar except that the heading 

control in 8.5.1 is an H-infinity controller while the heading control in 8.5.2 is a PID 

controller. The control systems for the speed and depth controls for both layouts are PI 

and PID controls, respectively. Further details on the PI speed and PID depth 

subsystems can be found in Lea [1]. The input signals are desired speed (z/r), desired 

heading and desired depth, (zr). These values are given by the The 

three control inputs to the full nonlinear model of Subzero II are; DC motor command, 

desired rudder deflection and desired stemplane deflection, The 
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output signals &om the plant (nonlinear model of 77) are 

(but only three states, w (speed) (heading) z (depth) are shown in figure A). 

The H-infinity heading controller (5.16) was included into the heading control in 

layout 8.5.1. Other parameters such as the desired heading, sampling time, were also 

assigned. The simulation program was run and the heading response can be viewed 

&om the heading plot. The data for the measurement heading can be obtained &om file 

while the data for the rudder deflection can be determined from 61e 

Other data and plot can also be obtained by selecting the appropriate states. 
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8.5.1 The set up for the H-infinity control 

Control System Simulation 
Designed by Z.Feng,ISVR,11j01 

PI speed control 

MAT LAB 
Function 

b p e t d p lo t 2000 16802 

12" ( 
UpKOp 

Pfopeller Moto; Zero-Ofder 
HoldZ PI «pe*d 

controller 
Heading plot 

Depth pic 

dtHa hinf 8 . m a t 
kU).TLAB 
Funct ion To File H-mfmity heading control 

Nonl ineaf mode l of 
Subzefol Productz 

L im* ta ton (+A20 d g g ] 

iz-^.os 0.@"7.69 

fh in f .mat 

l+ inf inr ly Zeio-Ofder 
head ing HoW1 

control 

Rudder dynamics To F i l e l 

Lim:ta1ion (+A30 deg) 

0^11.53 rudder d e t l e d i o n 

p lo t s+11.53 Oain̂ O.S Zero-Order 
Hold 

Stemplane dynamic* 

Gain 0 . 3 
Oain 0 (?ain-O.Oo Di$ofete-T!me Dwcrete-Tim 

In teg ra to r Integrator 

(7ain 0/1 

PID depth control 
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8.5.2 The layout for the PID control 

PI speed control 

Control System Simulation 
Designed by Z.Feng,ISVR,11K)1 

P m depth 
control A 

Did S.mat 

PIC 
headingdata 

r ID $peed kAATLAB 
Function 001968 

Propeller Motor 
PID heading deltar 

PI fpeed 
x»ntfoller 

Zero Order 
Hold2 

deltas 

MATLAo 
Function 

Stemplane 
Continuation 

PID heading 6)r PID depth 
ponirol 

dvnamios 

Nonlinear model 
of Subzeroll 0.yi1.53 control Produce 

3*11.5 
^ero Order 

0 . 9 V 
rpid.mat 

v a i n -0.6 rudder 
deflection data 

^ero-Order Rudder dynamics 
Hold1 

R u J J u l 

(?ain-0. deflection plot Disore :e- r ime lnte@ratoi3 

V ji;i U 8 

Gam Oa 
Varn 0.05 GainO.OS Decrete-Time 

Integrator! 
Dkpcrete Time 

IntegratofZ 
L KM 

Gam -0.1 

PID depth 
plot 
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8.6 Subprogram for desired H-infmity rudder deflection 

This is the subprogram from used to compute the desired rudder deflection 

for the H-infinity controller obtained in (5.16). The expression for the desired H-

infnity rudder deflection is as below: 

= 1.753*&dn.l + 0.5098*&dn.2 - 2.37*&dn.3 + 0.8266*&dn-4 + 0.6855*&dn.5 

- 0.4863*&dn^ + 0.08074*&dn-7 

-0.02985* t%-0.001576*^.i4-0.06648*((^.2-0.001811* ^.3-0.04793*^.4 

+ 0.00625* ̂ .5 + 0.01119* - 0.002969* (^7 

(8.14) 

where = heading error as the input and &d = desired rudder deflection as the output 

Due to the position of the propeller shaft, the deflection of the rudder is limited to ± 20 

degrees. Expression (5.16) is the digitised (z-domain) form of the analogue transfer 

function in expression (5.13). The term represents a delay of one time step in a 

discrete-time domain. The expression (8.15) above is the difference equation model 

[30]. The is the latest sample and the (M-1)̂  is the previous sample. Therefore, in 

expression (8.15) above, the current desired rudder deflection (6r<*;) is dependent on 

the values of desired rudder deflection and the heading error of previous sampling 

intervals, and respectively, where / = 1, . . ., 7. In addition, the current 

desired rudder deflection also depends on the current heading error. 

Only the heading or course control flight was modified to calculate the rudder 

deflection for the H-infinity control. The speed and the depth control flights remained 

unchanged. Detail comments for the speed and the depth control flights can be 

obtained in [12]. The complete subprogram for the flight control is listed below. 

/* Roy Lea 15/9/97*/ 
/* File: rov hinf.c Version: 2.1 */ 
/* HINF control stafF! */ 

#include <math.h> 
#incliide <stdlib.h> 
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#include <stdio.h> 

#include <sub.h> 
#mclude <sim.h> 
#mclude <opt.h> 
#include <rov_ext.h> 

#if(CONTROL_TYPE=HINF) 

double speed integrator=0.0; 
double heading integratoi-=0.0; 
double depthintegrator=0.0; 
double pitcli_integrator=0.0; 
double z error kminus 1=0.0; 

void hinf^flight control (SIM CONTROL *ctrl, STATE *s) { 
void hiof^surge speed control (SIM CONTROL *ctrl, STATE *s); 
void hinf^course control (SIM CONTROL *ctrl, STATE *s); 
voidhinf^depth_Gontrol (SIM_CONTROL *ctrl, STATE *s); 

hinf^surge speed control (ctrl, s); 
hinf^GoursecontroI (ctrl̂ s); 
binf^deptbcontrol (ctrl,s); 
} 

void bin^surge speed control (SIM CONTROL *ctrl, STATE *s) { 

double u error, n dot commanded, gain; 
double K=2000; 
double Ki=3200; 
intij; 

u error = ctrl->speed - sen. speed; 

ctrl->RPS = K*u_error+Ki * speed integrator; 
if (ctrl->RPS>2100.0) ctrl->RPS=2100.0; 
else if (ctrl->RPS<-2100.0) ctrl->RPS=-2100.0; 
else speed_integrator+=0. l*u_error; 
s->RPS kminusl = ctrl->RPS; 

/* Modified subprogram for H-infinity heading response*/ 

void hinf_course_control (SIM CONTROL *ctrl, STATE *s) { 

vonaA/gg */ 
double head diff(double a, double b); 
double psi error; 

error aw fAe fo fAe cfê freof rw<j<jgr oAove (%. 7 V 
psi error=head diff(ctrl->course, sen.heading); 
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/* ggwafzon & 7 J V 

ctrl->deltar = 1.753*(s->deltar_minusl) + 0.5098*(s->deltarjmmus2) - 2.37* 
(s->deltar_miims3) + 0.8266*(s->deltar_miniis4) + 0.6855*(s->deltar_miiius5) - 0.4863* 
(s->deltarrninus6) + 0.08074*(s->deltarjtniiius7) 
- 0.02985* (psi error) - 0.001576*(s->psi_error_ininusl) + 0.06648*(s->psi_error_minus2) 
- 0.001811* (s->psi_errorminus3) - 0.04793*(s->psi_error_miiius4) + 0.00625* 
(s->psi_error_minus5) + 0.01119*(s->psi_error_minus6) - 0.002969*(s->psi_error_minus7) 

ybf fAg rufWgr (6̂ g fAg /mtagg fo fAg prc^g//gr*/ 

if (ctrl->deltar>20*TORAD) ctrl->deltar=20*TORAD; 
else if (ctrl->deltar<-20*TORAD) ctrl->deltar=-20*TORAD; 

/*fAg va/wg q/"(jg/̂ ar af fAg ̂ rgjgMf Amg w;// 6g ck/for af fAg Mgjcf mfgrva/*/ 

s->deltar_minus8 = s->deltar_minus7; 
s->deltar_minus7 = s->deltai_minus6; 
s->deltar_miiiius6 = s->deltar_minus5; 
s->deltar_minus5 = s->deltar_minus4; 
s->deltar_minus4 = s->deltar_minus3; 
s->deltar_iTtinus3 = s->deltar_minus2; 
s->deltar_minus2 = s->deltar minus 1; 
s->deltai_minusl = ctrl->deltar; 

/*fAe vaZwe ofpfi error af (Ac pre&gMf Ome 6e pa; error mmuaj of (Ae next aompAMe*/ 
/*zM;grva/*/ 

s->psi_erTor_niinus8 = s->psi_errorminus7; 
s->psieiTor_minus7 = s->psi_error_mimis6; 
s->psi error_minus6 = s->psi_error_minus5; 
s->psi_error minusS = s->psi error_minus4; 
s->psi_error_miims4 = s->psi_error_miiius3; 
s->psi_error_minus3 = s->psi_error_minus2; 
s->psi eiTor_minus2 = s->psi_error_miiiusl; 
s->psi_error_niinusl = psierror; 

/*End of modified subprogram for H-inflnity heading response*/ 

voidbinf_depth_coiitrol (SIM_CONTROL *ctrl, STATE *s) { 

double K=-0.8; 
double Ki=-0.05; 
double Kd=-0.3; 
double z en-or, theta demanded, pitch error; 

z error = ctrl->depth - sen.depth; 
theta demanded = -0.5*z error 

-0.05 *dq){h integrator 
-0.1 *(sen.pitch* sen. speed); 
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if (theta_demanded>40.0*TORAD) 1heta_demanded=40.0*TORAD; 
else if (theta demanded<-40.0*TORAD) theta_demanded=-40.0*TORAD; 
else if (fabs(z_error<1.0)) depth_integrator+=0.1*z error; 

pitcli_enoi"=theta demanded-sen.pitch; 
ctrl->deltas = K*pitch error 

+Ki*pitch integrator 
+Kd*(pitcli error-s->z dasli_kminusl)/0.1; 

if (Gtrl->deltas>30.0*TORAD) ctrl->deltas=30.0*TORAD; 
else if (ctrl->deltas<-30.0*TORAD) ctrl->deltas=-30.0*TORAD; 
eke if (fabs(pitch_error<IO.O*TORAD)) pitch mtegrator+=0.1*pitGh error; 

zeiTorkminusl = zerror; 
s->deltas_kminusl = ctrl->deltas; 
s->z_dash kminusl = pitch error; 
} 

8.7 Uncertainty 

An uncertainty is a parameter described as the difference between the actual plant 

dynamics and the nominal model, Several uncertainty models can be designed 

such as the additive and the multiplicative [30],[31]. These uncertainty models are 

shown in figures B and C below. 

Figure B: Additive uncertainty Figure C: Multiplicative uncertainty 

la and Im are the uncertainties for the additive and multiplicative models, respectively. The 

actual plant is G = Gm + /« for the additive imcertainty plant and G = Gm (1 + /«,) for the 

multiplicative uncertainty plant. The latter model is the most widely applied. This is because it 

accounts for errors and neglected high frequency dynamics or neglected zeros in the right half 

s-plane (non-minimum phase zeros). The type of uncertainty model used depends on the 

stability margins required [31]. 
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Examples of uncertainties are listed below. 

a) actuator uncertainties at the plant input 

b) unmodelled high frequency dynamics of the plant 

c) measurement and sensor uncertainty at the plant output and 

d) disturbances at the plant input. 

These examples of uncertainty can be represented as additive, multiplicative or 

parametric uncertainty models. A parametric uncertainty model describes the actual 

representation of the perturbation. For example, a time delay is normally described as 

an exponential in the time domain. The form of uncertainty representation depends on 

one's understanding and knowledge of the uncertainty as well as the system. 
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